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RUSSIAN WRITINGS ON THE SOUTH PACIFIC AREA 
I. . INTRODUCTION 
This bibliography represents an attempt to list the writings in the 
humanities and the social sciences of Russian authors on the South Pacific area. 
Not included are works dealing primarily with Asia, the Americas, or the Pacific 
Ocean approximately 30 north latitude. The Russian designation fbr Pacific 
Ocean has been Severo-Vostochnyi okean (The North-eastern ocean), which often 
denotes the area of Kamchatka, the Aleutians, and A1aska--pub1ications so 
limited are excluded from this bibliography. The other Russian name fbr the 
Pacific Ocean, Tikhii okean, usually has a very broad meaning encompassing the 
area included in the bibliography. 
In the past·, Russia was not much interested in 7.:he South Pacific, 
perhaps because she was more concerned with consolidating her position in the 
vast area of Siberia and maintaining her European involvements. During the 
years of the first Russian voyages around the world, 1803-1819, her ships had 
been in search of fbod producing areas and naval support fbr her bases in Alaska 
and along the northwest coast of America. For a short period it looked as though 
Hawaii would become this ideal food/support colony. Howe\er, political changes 
throughout the Pacific Basin after 1819 signaled a new era in which Russia could 
take only a limited part. Much later, the Russo-Japanese War opened Russia's 
eyes to the importance of the Pacific Ocean area. Since the 1920's, she has come 
to realize that the Pacific Ocean has and will continue to have an important 
part in the defense and development of Siberia. There is a tendency to still 
consider Russia an European nation; however, she is also a Pacific power to be 
-2-
taken into account. 
Culturally, there has long been Russian anthropological and ethno-
g.raphic interest in the Pacific. Many of the voyagers made observations of the 
islands they visited, their peoples and customs. Nikolai Nikolaevich Miklukho-
Maklai was perhaps one of the most productive observers of life in New Guinea 
in the period 1870-80. Unfortunately, he has . largely been ignored or forgotten. 
He also wanted to establish a Russian free colony 'in New Guinea, but his govern-
ment was not interested. 
As the Soviet Union continues to become more Pacific oriented, there 
is the potential for more Russian contacts in the South Pacific. The spirit 
now is one of peaceful co-existence and the desire to strengthen ties on a 
practical basis-- trade. Hopefully, broader, cultural relationships will de-
velop; perhaps even visiting tourists will further these ties. 
The general arrangement of this bibliography is a geographic-cultural 
one. The physical divisions are based on the latest Pacific Islands Yearbook. 
Fiji, Hawaii, and New Zealand are allotted their own sections. The time period 
covered dates from the beginning of the first voyage around the world of 
Kruzenshtern (1803) until the present time (actually 1973). 
In preparing the bibliography it was necessary to exclude certain 
peripheral materials. Items which are translations from other languages and 
reviews of English/Western language titles are not included. While a few titles 
on oceanography and scientific experiments are listed because of their peculiar 
relevance, the bulk of the scientific items are outside the compass of this 
bibliography. No citation which could not in some manner be verified is listed. 
-3-
(Those not meeting this test may be included in a more complete edition of 
this bibliography at a later date, after verification is obtained.) Articles 
on the Pacific area which appear in Russian language encyclopedias-- the 
Bol'shaia sovetskaia entsiklopedia, Entsiklopedicheskii slovar' (Brokgauza i 
Efron), Russkii entsiklopedicheskii slovar' and the Sovetskaia entsiklopediia--
are not included. 
In the course of preparing this work, I have used in addition to the 
Hamilton, Asia, Hawaiian, and Pacific Collections of the University of Hawaii, 
the collections of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and the 
Library of Congress in Washington, D. C. Visits were· also made to the Bishop 
Museum, Hawaiian Historical Society, and the Hawaiian Mission Children's 
Society libraries. 
Many people assisted in the preparation o~ this work. Especially 
I" would like to tharik Ms. Renee Heyum, Pacific Curator; Ms. Ella Wiswell, 





1. All Russian titles are transliterated according to the Library of Congress 
scheme. 
2. Each citation contains the following information: 
Author( s-). Russian title. [English translation in brackets.] 
Place of publication, publishers, date of publication. Pagination. 
statement. Bibliography, and any other notes relevant to the text. 
UH location or verifying source/location. 
Also: any variant editions and further references. 
Series 
Call no. 
Titles of journals from which articles have been extrar.ted will be preceded 
by parenthesis and the word (From: ...... ). 
Titles of monographs from which articles have been extracted will be pre-
ceded by the' word In: 
An asterisk (*) in front of the number denotes those titles which have been 
examined. 
3. The items have been arranged alphabetically within each geographical section 
and have been assigned a number. In the course of final preparation some items 
were deleted or added, so that some numbers may be miSSing or some may have 
an a or b designation to allow them to fit into the alphabet. The number is 
really only important as a reference point fOr the indexes. One is advised to 
consult the item numbers listed at the end of each section, some of the broader 
areas (General, Oceania) and the subject index. 
4. To verify the citations listed, I tried to see as many of the items as possible, 
or find them cited in major bibliographic sources. The first place of veri-
fication was the Library of Congress catalogs. Next were the other major 
Russian collections of which the University of Hawaii Hamilton Library has 
catalogs. Among some of the ones consulted were the New York Public Slavonic 
Collection, Hoover Institution, the British Museum, the Cyrillic Union Catalog, 
the Peabody Museum, Harvard and UC Berkeley. If none of the above reported 
the item, Russian bibliographies and various other sources were used. All 
items were also checked against the University of HJ.waii Hamilton Library 
catalog to determine our holdings. This catalog reflects the hOldings of 
Hamilton, Asia, Hawaiian and Pacific collections. 
5. Abbreviations of verifying sources: 
AN Bibl. 
BPIR 
Akademiia nauk SSSR. Bibliografiia izdanii. 
Ref. Z2496.A5 
Leningrad. Publichnaia biblioteka. Bibliografiia 
periodicheskikh izdanii Rossii 1901-1916. Lenin-









Let. period. izd. 
Let. zhur. statei 
Lisovskii 





British Museum. Dept. of P~inted Books. General 
catalogue of printed b00ks. London. 
Ref.Z921.B86 1955 + supplement (1956-65) 
Bunakova, O.V. Bibliografiia trudov Instituta 
etnografii im. N.N. Miklukho-Maklaia. 1900-1962. 
Leningrad, 1967. Ref.Z5111.B8 
Ezhegodnik knigi SSSR; sistematicheskii ukazatel'. 
Ref. Z2491. E9 
Harvard University. Library. Slavic history and 
literature. Cambridge, Mass., 1971. 4 v. 
Ref.Z2519.H37 
Stanford University. Hoover Institution on War, 
Revolution and Peace. The library catalogs of 
the Hoover Institution ... catalog of Western 
language collections .. Boston. Ref. Z881.S788 + 
supplement. 
Knizhnaia letopis'; organ gosudarstvennoi bibliografiia 
SSSR. Ref.Z2491. K5 
Three basic sets comprise the LC holdings: 1) U. S. 
Library of Congress. The National union catalog; 
a cumulative author list representing Library of 
Congress printed cards and titles reported by other 
American libraries, Washington, 1942-to date. 
Ref.Z881.AIU5. 2) The National Union Catalog, 
pre-1956 imprints; a cumulative author list rep-
resenting Library of Congress printed cards and 
titles reported by other American libraries. 
Chicago, Mansell, 1968- Ref. Z881. AIU49 3) Library 
of Congress and National union catalog author lists, 
1942-1962; a master cumulation. Detroit, Gale 
Research Co., 1969-1971. Ref.ZaSl AIL63 
U.S. Library of Congress. Processing Dept. Cyrillic 
Union catalog of the Library of Congress. New 
York, Readex Microprint corp, [1964J microprint 
Letopis' periodicheskikh izd,·nii SSSR. 1933-
Moskva.v. Ref. Z6956.R9136 
Letopis' zhurnal'nykh statni. 1926- Moskva. 
v. Z6956.R9L4 
Lisovskii, Nikolai Mikhailovich. Russkaia periodi-
cheskaia pechatT , 1703-1900 gg. Petrograd, 1915; 
[Leipzig, 1965J Ref.Z6956.R9139 1915a 
Bazunov, A.F., firm, Leningrad. Sistematicheskii 
katalog russkim knigam ... s 1825 vplot' do 1869 
goda ... sost. V.I. Mezhov. SPB, 1869. 2 v. UH 
uncataloged. .. 
Mezhov, Vladimir Izmailovich. Russkaia istoricheskaia 
. bibliografiia, ukazatel; knig i statei ... za 1800-
1854. SPB, 1892-93. 3 v. Ref.Z2506.R88 
New York Public Library. Slavonic Division. Dictionary 
catalog of the Slavonic Collection. Boston, 1959. 
Ref.Z7045.N42d 
O'Reilly, Patrick. Bibliographie de Tahiti. Paris, 








Leningrad, Publichnaia biblio"i:eka. Russkie 
sovetskie pisateli-prozaiki. Leningrad, 
1959- Ref.Z2503.L4 
Smits, Rudolf. Half a century of Soviet serials, 
1917-1968; a bibliography and union list of 
serials published in the U.S.S.R. Washington, 
1968. 2 v. Ref.Z6956.R9S58 
Svodnyi katalog russkoi knigi grazhdanskoi pechati 
XVIII veka, 1725-1800. [Red. kollegiia: I.P. 
KOndakov: dr.] Moskva, Izd. gos. Biblioteki 
SSSR im. V. I. Lenina, 1962-67. 5 v. illus. 
Ref. Z2502. S9 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign card 
catalogs. 
Wickersham, James. A bibliography of Alaskan 
literature, 1724-1924 •.• Cordova, Alaska, 
Cordova daily times print, 1927. XXV11, 
635 p. (Miscellaneous publications of the 
Alaska agricultural college and school of 
mines, Fairbanks •.•• v. 1) Ref.Z1255.W63 
6. The first element listed in. each item -the author or corporate body-has been 
established according to Library of Congress rules of entry. The title 
of the item is given as: it appears on the piece. Ther~fore, there are 
variant spellings of the same names. 
III. RUSSIAN VOYAGES IN THI: PACIfIC, 19TH CENTURY 
COMMANDER SIIII' DATE Pf.ACES VISITED PASSENGERS 
Bellinagauzen, reddel Faddeevich Vostok (Orient) Australia, New Zealand, T"'IIIIl!1{, A.I. Andreev 
Mirnyl (Peace, or Tahiti, TUlll\1Otu, Society Is. 
Peaceful) 1819-21 Russiian, Now (:alcdonio_ Soutl 
(see f.azarev, H. P.) G~'Orgia, Fij i, UuwaU 
Bea8llrabskii, Petr Nikolaevich Dvina 1852-53 Australia, Tasmania, Marshalls 
Golovnin, VasllU Mikhallovich Diona 1807-09 N~'W Hebrides, Marshalls Tikhanov (artist) 
Kamchatka 1817-19 Marshalls, Guam, Marquesaa, Matuishkin 
Hawaii (Oct. 20, 1818) Lutke, F.P. (Jr. Officer) Vrangel, F. P. (Jr. Officer) 
Hagemeister, LeontU Vasil' evich Neva 1806-12 Hawaii (Oahu" Kauni) 
Jan. 27, 1909 Ar.chibald Campbell 
ICrotkii 1828-30 Australia, Tasmania, Marshalls 
Fiji, TU811KltU, Tahiti. 
IUnker, Andrei Logginovich Abo 1840-42 Australia G.K. Blok 
Khlebnikov, Kirill T. Amerika 1833 Pitcairn, Tahiti 
Khromchenko, VaailU Stepanovich Elena 1828-30 Auatralia, Tasmania, Harshalls 
Gilberts 
Amerika 1831-33 
Khrushchev. Stepan Petrovich Apollon 1821-24 Australia (Sydne~). Tasmania Tulubiev 
Kialakovskit, Ivan Hikhailovich Elisaveta 1821-22 Australia, Hawaii 
Klo chko v , Efim Alekseevich Riurik 
Elisaveta 1821-22 Australia, Hawaii 
(see KislakDvakii) 
IWtzebue, Otto von Riurik 1815-18 Easter Island, Tuamotu, Ton- Louis Charis (artist) 
gsrev Ato 11, Harshalls, Guam, 
HawaU (1816 & 1817) 
Predpriiatie 1823-26 Tuamotu, Tahiti, Society Is., Adelbert von Chamisso 
(Enterprise) Samoa, Guam. Marshalls, (German scientist) 
Gilberts, Hawaii (1824 " 1825 
Kruzenahtern, Ivan Fedorovich Nadezhda (Iilpe) Harquesas, Marshalls, Easter Otto von IWtzebue (cadet) 
1803-06 Is., Hawaii (1804) Tilesius von Tilenau, W. G. Neva H. I. Ratmanov 
(see Lisianskii) George Henry von Langsdorff 
(German natura Ii st ) 
N.P. Rezal10v (Ambassador 
to Japan) 
Cotmcilor IWtzebue (writer)'s 
2 sons 
Lazarev, Mikhail P. Suvorov 1813-16 Australia, Suvorov Atoll, A. Rossiiskil (navigator) 
Hawaii 
Himyi (Peace) 
(see Bellinsgauzen) 1819-21 Australia, New Zealand, Tas-
mania, Tahiti, Tuamotu, Sodeo/ 
Ia., RossHan, New Caledonia, 
South Georgia, Fiji, Hawaii 
Lesovakil, Stepan Stepanovich Diana 1853-54 Hawaii (1il1101ulu) 
Liaiansk1i, lUri! Ferorovich Neva 1803-06 Marquesas, Marshalls, Easter Serge Samounoff (French 
(see Kruzenahtem) Is., Hawaii (1804) spelling) 
Luta, Fedor Petrovich Seniavin 1826-29 Marshalls, Carolines, Guam H. N. StaniukDvich (2nd Lt.) 
Makarov, Stepan Osipovich Vitiaz' 1886-89 Marquesas, Easter Is., Hawaii 
Naz:lmov, Vitiaz' 1871 New Guinea N. N. Miklukho-Maklai 
Nevel'skil, Gennadii Ival10vich Baikal 1848-49 Hawaii 
Ponafidin, Z. I. Borodino '. 1819-21 Easter Island 
Shants, Ivan Ival10vich Amerika 1834-36 Australia, Tasmania, Marshalls 
Shishmarev, Gleb Semel10vich Blagonamerennyi 1819-22 Australia, Fiji, Ellis, A. Lazarev 
(Good Intent) Marshalls, Hawaii 
.. 
StaniukDvich, Mikhail NikD1aevich Holler 1826-29 Marshalls, Gilberts, Tahiti, 
llawal1 
Va.U'ev, MikhaU Niko1aevic;h Otkrytie (Discovery) 1819-22 Australia, Fiji, Ellis, Mar-
shalls, Hawaii (1821) . 
Vr&ngel, Ferdinand Petrovich Krntkii 1825-27 Marshalls, Tuamotu, Harquesas 
Nuka Hiva, Hawaii 
.. 
Atkh. 11148 H_.U (Honolulu) I.e:. V __ en.kit 
.. ----L!kobe lev 18113 New Guin •• -•• 11. "'Uukho-llak lal 
('lao: Atahullp ... IOlton relLltry. trMer, "old to the IUI.ll ... .,... ehaacad her n .. to Berinli 
wrecked off the co •• t of Kault durin" the Itt ... C" RUI.i •• occup.t1on of that 1.1-.d under Dr. 
Sch.ffer. 1814-1817. 
Atahualpa made ot~~r vlait. to HawaU In 1802 and 180S. 
lubella, Ot~rytl. (DI.covery), KO<JI.k (Myrtle), limen and Hering (Atehualpa) _ All the .. 
Wre ve •• ell ua..,d by the RUlllllnl 1n thrir Itt ... d ClCcupatton, principally on Kauat l~d by 



















(including WWII, bibliographies, oceanography, scholars, etc.) 
Akademiia nauk SSSR. Tikhii okean; russkie nauchnye issledovaniia. (The 
Pacific Ocean; Russian scientific investigationsJ Leningrad, 1926. 
172 p. illus. U1. Also in English, c1926. 190 p. Ur. 
Akademiia nauk SSSR.--rnstitut narodov Azii. Politika evropeiskikh derzhav 
v IUgo-Vostochnoi Azii; dokumenty i materialy. {policies of the European 
Powers in Southeast ASiaJ [Otv. red. A.A. GuberJ Moskva, Izd-vo vostochnoi 
lit-ry, 1962. 653p. Gavaiiskie o-va: p. 450,469,485,535,539,542,609. 
Asia DS503.A6 
Akademiia nauk SSR. Institut okeanologii. Tikhii okean. [The Pacific Ocean. 
[Glav. red. V,G. KortJ Moskva, Nauka, 1966- v. il1us. GC771.A35 
Andreev, M. "K itogam soveshchaniia v Go no lulu. If cOn the results of the confer 
in Honolulu.::J [Proval soveshchaniia ministrov inos·;:r. del SShA, Avstralii 
i Novoi Zelandii sozvannogo s tselTiu sozdaniia tikhookean. voen. soiuzaJ 
(From: N~voe vremia. Moskva, 1952. no. 34, p.3-S) LC 
Avarin, Vladimir IAkovlevich. BorTba za Tikhii okean. Agressiia SShA i 
Anglii, ikh protivorechiia i osvoboditelTnaia borTba narodov. cThe struggle 
for the Pacific ocean. The agression of the U.S. and England, their contra 
dio'tio}:ls , and the liberating fight of the people.] Moskva, Gos. izd-vo 
polito lit-ry, 1952. 670 p. LC53-37256 
Berg, Lev Semenovich. Zaslugi russkikh v dele izucheniia Tikhogo okea~. 
(Services of the Russians in the study of the Pacific Ocean.](From: 
photostat copy in Priroda, 1926, no. 5-6, p.65-76.) Pac. G292.B485 
" Bri tanskie vladeniia po Tikhom okeane." c.Bri tish possessions in the Pacific 
Ocean.] (From: Britanskii soiuznik. Moskva, 1945. no. 39, p.l1.) LC 
Bunakova, O.V.Bibliografiia trudov Instituta etnografii im N.N. Miklukho-
Maklaia: 1900-1962. cBibliography of the works of the Institute of 
Ethnography named after N.N. Miklukho-Maklaia: 1900-1962.J Leningrad, 
Nauka, 1967. 281 p. Avstraliia i Okeaniia: p. 200-208. Ref Z5111.B8 
Eremin, L. N. "Politika SShA v IUzhnoi i IUgo-Vostochnoi Azii v gody voiny 
na Tikhom okeane (1941-1945 ):' c The poLrcy of the U. S. A. in South and 
Southeast Asia in the years of the war in the Pacific Ocean (1941-1945).J 
Avtoref. kand. diss. Moskva, 1963. 19p. 
Fainberg, L. A. "Etnograficheskie materialy v geograficheskoi serii TlPutes-
hestviia. Prikliucheniia. Fantastikatl (1957-1961 gg. )"cEthnographic mater' 
in the geographic series TlTravels, Adventures, FantC\3iestl .J (From: 
Soyetskaia etno~rafiia. Moskva, 1961. no. 5, p.[~58J- 162) G~65 
Gosudarstvennyi institut tlSovetskaia entsiklopediiatl , Moscow. Strany Tikhc_..Q 
okeana. [SpravochnikJcCountries of the Pacific Ocean.J Moskva, Sov. ent-
siklopediia, 1942. 564 p. maps. (Seriia spravochnikov po zarubezhnym 
strany [vyp. 2J Vazhneishie daty istorii tikhookeanskikh stran: p. 528-
_J543J. Bil;lliograf_~ia:~ 5~4~~60_._ Microfilm_ 663 no. Z.L_ n __ u 
IAkovlev, Nikolai Nikolaevich, writer on foreign relations. Ot Perl-Kharbora 
do kapituliatsii; voina no Tikhom okeane 1941-1945 gg.cFrom Pearl Harbor 
to capitulation; the war in the Pacific Ocean 1941-1945.J Moskva, Politizda 
















IAkovlev, Nikolai Nikolaevich, writer on foreign affairs. Zagadka Perl-
Kharbora. cThe Riddle of Pearl Harbor.~ Moskva, 1963. 146, [2J p. illus., 
maps. (AN SSSR. Nauchno-populiarnaia seriia) Bibliographical references 
included in "Primechaniia." (p. 141-[147J) LC63-59444.* Also: Izd. 2. 
1968. 192 p. LC78-488706. 
"nJbilei professora V. V. Bunaka~' ~The anniversary of Professor V. V. Bunak.:1 
(From: Sovetskaia etnografiia. Moskva, 1962. no. 1, p. [105J-I06) GN1.S65 
Kantorovich, Anatolii IAkovlevich, 1896- BorTba za Tikhii okean. cThe Battle 
for the Pacific Ocean.] L. Ivanov. Voenno-rnorskie sily imperialisticheskikh 
derzhav no Tikhom okeane. CNaval forces of the imperialist powers in'the 
Pacific Ocean. 1 Moskva, Partiinoe izd-vo, 1932. 93, [lJ p. illus., maps. 
(Institut mirovogo khoziaistva i mirovoi politiki. Kolonial'nyi sektor. 
po¥uliarnaia seriia.) LC51-48414 . ____,___ , 
Khal in;'l.f.A. - 'I.AAki na 'VOSt~ke v'x:[£~ke:ili kolonializm bez imperii. 
~Yankees in the East in the 19th century, or colonialism without empireJ 
Moskva, Izd-vo Mysl', 1966. 198, [2] p. By N.Z. Khalfin and A.A. Muradian. 
Bibliography: p. 196-[199] E713.K43 
Korolev, S. I. "Voprosy etnografii na X Tikhookeanskom nauchnom kongresse 
[sostoiavshemsia 21 avg. - 6 sent. 1961 g. v Gonolulur'cQuestions of ethno-
graphy at the 10th Pacific Science Congress.J (from: Sovetskaia etnografiia. 
Moskva, 1962. no. 5, p. 147-151) GNl.S65. (We have the reports of the 
Pacific Science Congress, 10th, Honolulu, 1961. QIOIP3 1961c) 
Kratt, Ivan Fedorovich, 18'99-1950. Velikii okean. cThe Great Ocean.] Khaba-
rovsk, Kn. izd-vo, 1973. 
Also: Leningrad, Molodaia gvardiia, 1950. 552 p. LC51-32135 
Khaba~ovsk. Kn. Izd-vo, 1960. 511 p. LC61-27826 
Kuznets, IUrii L'vovich. Ot Perl-Kharbora do Potsdama. [From Pearl 
Harbor to Potsdam.] Ocherk vneshnei politiki sshA. Moskva, Mezhdunar. 
otnosheniia 1970. 351 p. Bibliography: p~_335~[3~?J E806.K88 
"Likhtenoerg IUli1a MikhaiTovnat" [AI1 article about her life and worksJ 
(From: Sovetskaia etnografiia. Moskva, 1970. no. 3, p. 194-[195J) GN1.S65 
Lobacheva, N. ,4 K iubileiu S.P. Tolstova."c.0n the anniversary of S.P. Tolstov.] 
(From: Sovetskaia etnografiia. Moskva, 1957. no. 4, p. [164]-166. port.) 
GN1. 865 
Makarova, Raisa Vsevolodovna. Russkie no Tikhom okeane yo ytoroi poloyine 
XVIII v. cRussians in the Pacific Ocean during the second half of the 
18th Century.3 Moskva, Nauka, 1968. 200 p. Bibliography: p. 189-[199] 
F851. 5. M34 
Mitin, A. Tikhookeanskii flot v Velikoi Otechestvennoi voine. [Pacific 
Ocean fleet in the Great Patriotic War.~ Moskva, Voenizdat, 1949. 28 p. 
(V pomoshch' rukovoditeliu politicheskikh zaniatij) LC50-26764 
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i okeanov. (Native seafarers-investigators of seas and oceans.] Moskva, Gos. 
izd-vo geogr. lit-ry, 1954. 473 p. illus., maps. LC55-34303 
73. Zubkov, Semen. Kratkoe istoricheskoe obozrienie otkrytiia ostrovov portugal'-
tsiami, ispantsami, anglichanami, gollandtsami i frantsuzami, lezhashchikh 
v prostrannieishem okeanie. soprediel'nom Azii i Amerikie. [A short historical 
review of the discoveries of islands by the Portuguese, Spanish, English, 
Dutch and French, lying in the wide ocean, adjoining Asia and America.] V 
Kurksie, Tip. Prikaza obshchest-vennago prizrieniia, 1804. 140 p. LC56-52393 
Voyages -- See also items: 25, 88, 90, 99, 103, 1:'.0, Ill, 116, 121, 148, 













Items under each voyager's name will be arranged as follows: 
1) Names of the voyagers in chronological order. 
2) Criticism, reviews, biographical material. 
3) Writings "by other persons who travelled on these voyages. 
Chukovskii, Nikolai Komeevich. Cherez tri okeana. [Through three oceans.] 
Pervoe russkoe plavanie vokrug sveta. Povest'. Khudozhnik I. Grinshtein. 
Moskva, Voenmorizdat, 1952. 144 p. illus. (listed in: Russkie sovetskie 
pisateli prozaiki, v.6, pt. 1.) 
Chukovskii, Nikolai Korneevich. Kapitan Dzhems Kuk. ~Captain James Cook.] 
Risunki P. Sokolova. Moskva-Leningrad, Gos. izrl-vo, 1927. 136 p. illus. 
(listed in v.6,pt.l Russkie sovetskie pisateli prozaiki) Also: 2 izd. 
Moskva-Leningrad, 1928. 126 p. NYPL --
Chukovskii, Nikolai Komeevich. Voditeli fregatov. (Captains of frigates~ 
Perera izd. Moskva, Voen. izd., 1947. 275 p. illus. (Biblioteka nakhi-
movtsa) G420.C65C4 1947. Also: Moskva, Gos. izd-vo detskoi lit-ry, 1959. 
478 p. (Shkol'naia bibliote~LC . Moskva, Detskaia lit-ra, 1966. 477 p. 
(Shkol'naia biblioteka) LC67-58849 
Fedorova, S: -G. "Novye sovetskie izdania materia-loY pute-shestv1i 
Dzhemsa Kuka."CNew Soviet publications of the materials of the 
travels of James Cook.) (From: So·vetskaia etncgrafiia. Moskva, 
1973.-: no. 5, p. 160-162.~ 
Koteli niko v , Semen Kirnio-vich. "Novye i obstoiat81'nye izvestiia 0 smerti 
Kapitana Kuka, peredannye Samvelem, lekarem korablia Diskoveri, odnogo iz 
tekh, kotorye byli pod predvoditel' stvom samogo kapitana Kuka." [New and 
detailed information about the death of Captain Cook.] (From: Novyia 
ezhemiesiachnyia sochineniia. SPB, Izhdiveniem Imp. Akademii nauk, 1787. 
ch. X, aprel') LC Svod. katalog. /I 
Ovchinnikova, R ... Novye dokumenty ob ekspeditsii Dzhemsa Kuka. (New documents 
about the expedition of James Cook.J (From: Vokrug syeta. Moskva, 1961. 
no. 6, p. 43-58.) LC 
Rozina, L. G. "Kollektsiia Dzhemsa Kuka v sobraniiakh Muzeia antropologii i 
etnografii." cThe collection of James Cook in the holdings of the Museum 
of Anthropology and Ethnography.J (From: Akademiia nauk SSSR. Muzei 
antropologii i etnografii. SborniklMUZeia antropologii i etnografii. 
Leningrad, 1966. t. XXIII, p. [234]-253. illus.) Hawn.GN875.H3R69 + 
HL GN2.A214 v. 23-4-pac. GN87LR6 
Vladimirov, Vladimir Nikolaevich. 
165 p. illus. Brit. Mus. 
Dzhems Kuk. [James Cook;] Moskva, 1933. 
Cook: -See also items: 53, 57, 430. 
Kruzenshtem: 
*82. Kruzenshtem, Ivan Fedorovich, 1770-1846. Atlas k puteshestviiu vokrug 
svieta kapitana Kruzenshtema. [An atlas to the voyage around the world of 
Captain Kruzenshtern.J Sanktpeterburg, Morskoi tip., 1813; [Tokyo Tenri. 
Central Library, 1973] 104 plates. part coL (Classica Japonica. Section 
4, Japan and Europe relations, II, 1.) Nuku Hiva, plates 7-21. ASIA f 
G420.K92 1813d Atlas. 
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83. Kruzenshtern, Ivan Fedorovich, 1770-1846.\'Izvl~chnie iz puteshestviia 
okolo svieta v 1803, 1804, 1805 i 1806 godakh, rredipriniatago po 
povelienie Aleksandra Pervago, na korabliakh flNad8zhdiefl i "Nevie", 
II pod nachal'stvom flota kap. Kruzenshtema. [Ar: extract from the voyage 
around the world.] (~: Sievernyi Merkurii,. SPB, 1810. ch. 5, 
p. 121-143, 198-220; ch. 6, p. 48-68, 165-177, 253-274; ch. 7, p. 2-52, 
87-130., Never finished~) Lisovskii ' 
84. Kruzenshtem, Ivan Fedorovich, 1770-1846. Puteshestvie vokrug sveta v 
1803-1806 gg. [A voyage around the world.] S.-Peterburg, V Morskoi 
tip., 1809-13. 3 v. + atlas. LC33-38062. Also: English ed. 1813. 
2 v. in 1. Rare Hawn. G420.K92. English reprint. 1968 2 v. Pac. & 
Hawn. G420.K92 1968. Part 1 of this book first appeared in: 
Sievemaia Pochta iIi Novaia Sanktpeterburskaia Gazeta. SPB, 1810. 
no. 54. LC. An article about this book may be found in: Ruskoi 
Viestnik. Moskva, 1810. ch. 11, no. 7, p. 90~la8. LC 
*85. Kruzenshtem, Ivan Fedorovich, 1770-1846. Puteshestvie vokrug sveta v 1803, 
1804, 1805 i 1806 godakh na korabliakh TlNadezhdafl i TlNeva Tl . CA voyage 
around the world.] Moskva, Gos. izd-vo geog. lit-ry, 1950. 319 p. illus. 
Vstup. stat'ia: Dobrovol'skii A. i Zubov N. Ekspeditsiia I. F. Kruzensh-
tema vokrug sveta. (The expedition of I.F. Krusenshtem around the world.] 
LC50-37768 
86. Kruzenshtem, Ivan Fedorovich, 1770-1846. Sobranie sochinenii, sluzhashchikh 
razborom i izTliasneniem Atlasa IUzhnogo moria. Dopolnenie k izdamiym v 
1826 i 1827 godakh obTliasneniiam osnovanii posluzhivshikh dlia sostavleniia 
TlAtlasa IUzhnogo moriaTl. [Collected works.J SPB, 18~3-36. 3 pts. Brit. Mus. 
87. Krusenshtem, Ivan Fedorovich, 1770-1846. "Vypiska :i.z zhumala komanduiush-
chago TlRiurikomTl leit. Kotsebu, ot beregov Khili do Kamchatki, s zamiech-
aniiami ob otkrytiiakh Le-mera, Shoutena i Roggeveina!' [Extract from the 
joumal of Lt. KOtzebue ..... 3 (From: Syn Otechestva. SPB,1817. ch. 37, 
no. 18, p. 201-221) LC ----
*88. Chizh, G. P. "[Kritika i bibliografiia] N. Nozikov, Russkie krugosvetnye more-
plavateli; E.L. Shteinberg, Zhizneopisanie russkogo moreplavateli IUriia 
Lisianskogo:' (Criticism and bibliography: N. Nozikov, Russian around the 
world seafarers; E. L. Shteinberg, A biography of the Russian seafarer IU 
LisianskiL] (From: Voprosy geografii. Moskva, 1950. sb. 17, p. 234-
[240] A book review. LC 
89. Chukovskii, Nikolai KOmeevich. Puteshestvie kapitana Kruzenshterna. [The 
voyage of Captain Kruzenshtem.J Ist.povest'. Risunki S. Bigos. Moskva, 
Molodaia gvardiia, 1930. 159 p. illus. (listed in: Russkie sovetskie pisateli 
prozaiki, v.6,pt.l) 
9,0. Gl inko v , S .• Ipervaia russkaia ekspeditsiia vokrug sveta."[:rhe first Russian 
expedition around the world.] (From: Russia (1923- U. S. S. R.) Gidro-
graficheskoe upravlenie~ Zapiskijj'o gidrografiL Leningrad, 1941. 
Prilozhenie, no. 1.) LC 
91. Gvozdetskii, Nikolai Andreevich. Ilpervoe morskoe puteshestvie rossiian vokrug 
sveta." [The first sea voyage of a Russian around the world.J K 100-letiiu 
so dnia smerti I.F. Kruzenshtema. (From: Priroda. Leningrad, 1947. no. 1, 
p. 85-89.) LC --
92. I11iashevich, Lev Vasil' evich. "Ivan Fedorovich Kru~enshtern." (From: IAkhta. 















"IlJbilei 50-letnei sluzhby vitse-admirala o I. F. Kruzenshterna.'f cThe anniversar 
of the 50 years of service of the vice-admiral Kruzenshtern.] (From: 
Literaturnyia pribavleniia k Russkomu invalidu. SPB, 1839. no.~ 
\ Lisovskii, LC 
\ Izvestie 0 vozvrashchenii ekspeditsii pod nacho Kruzenshterna."cInformation 
about the return home of the expedition under the direction of Kruzenshte 
" (From: Vestnik Evropy. Moskva, 1806. ch. 30, no. 22) Lisovskii 
Izvestie ob izdanii puteshestviia vokrug sveta g. Kruzenshterna i 0 perevoda 
ego na inostrannye iazyki i puteshestviia g. Lisianskogo na s.-zap. berega 
Ameriki." [Information about the editions of the voyages around the world 0 
Kruzenshtern and about the translations of them into foreign languages and 
the voyage of Lisianskii to the North-west shore of America.] (From: 
V!i!stnik EyrollX,- MoskvaLJ~l? ch. 3) __ Lisovskii .. if .--
"Kruzenshtern, Ivan Fedorovich (biograficheskii ocherk) r A biographical sketc 
(From: Morskoi sbornik. SPB, 1869. t. 3, no. 6) LC 
Nevskii, Vladimir Vasilfevich. Pervoe puteshestvie rossiian vokrug sveta. 
CThe first voyage of a Russian around the world.~ [Moskva] Gos. izd-vo 
geogr. lit-ry, 1951. 270, [2J p. illus., maps. Bibliography: p. 267-
[271] Hawn. G420.N4 
Nevskii, Vladimir Vasil'evich. Vokrug sveta pod russkim flagom; pervoe 
krugosvetnoe puteshestvie russkikh na korabliakh Nadezhda i Neva pod 
nachal'stvom Ivana Kruzenshterna i IUriia Lisianskogo v 1803-1806 godakh. 
(Around the world under the Russian flag.] Moskva, (',os. izd-vo detskoi lit-r 
1953. 213 p. illus. LC51-38858 
Nozikov, Nikolai Nikolaevich. Russkie krugosvetnye moreplavateli; pod red. 
i s vstup. stat'ei M.A. Sergeeva. cRussian around the world seafarers.3 
Moskva, Gos. voenno-morskoe izd-vo NKVMF SSSR, 1941. 207, [lJ p. illus., 
fold. maps. "Ispol' zovannaia literatura", p. 206-207. LC43-22391. Also: 
Izd. 2. 1947. L€4S.-22934. English: Russian voyages around the wor~ 
Pac.G420.AIN62 + SL 
"Obozrienie puteshestviia vokrug svieta v 1803, 1804, 1805 i 1806 godakh, 
sovershennago, po pov~lieniiu Aleksandra Pervago na korabliakh "Nadezhdie" 
i Nevie lT , pod nachal'stvom flota kap.- leit. Kruzenshterna. ChastI l-ia, 
8 epigrafom: Les marins ecrivent mal, mais avec assez de candeur."rA 
review of the voyages around the world in 1803-1806.J (From: Zhurnal' 
Novieishikh Puteshestvii. SPB, 1810. no. 4, p. $6-48) Lisovskii 
Orlov, Boris Pavlovich. Pervoe russkoe krugosvetnoe plavanie, 1803-1806 gg. 
(The first Russian aroUJid the world voyage, 1803-1806.:] Moskva, Zmmie, 195 
30 p. illus. (Vsesoiuznoe obshchestvo po rasprostraneniiu politicheskikh I 
i nauchnykh znanii. Seriia III, no. 8.) LC54-43413rev 
"Otkrytie pamiatnika Ivanu Fedorovichu Kruzenshternu."CA memorial to I. F. I 
Kruzenshtern.J (From: Vsemirnaia Illiustratsiia. SPB, 1873. no. 255) T!~ 
Rudovits, Leo FritSOVich. "Pervoe russkoe krugosvetnoe plavanie 1803-1806 g~ 
(obzor nauchnykh rabot )'(The first Russian around the world voyage, 1803-
1806.J (From: Moscow. Gosudarstvennyi okeanograficheskii institut. Trud 
Leningrad~54. vyp. 27, p. 3-12.) Smits ---
Shemelin, Fedor. II Istoricheskoe izviestie 0 pervom p\lteshestvii rossiian I 
vokrug svieta!' CHistorical information about the first voyage of a Russian 
around the world.:r (From: Literaturnyia pribavleniia k Russkornu invalidu. 
SPB, 1823. no. 23, p:--9'1-92; no. 28, p. 111-112; no. 31, p. 123-124; no. 












Shemelin, Fedor. "Otryvki iz zhurnala l-go puteshestviia rossian vokrug 
zemnago shara." [Extracts from the journal of the first voyage of a 
Russian around the world.) (~: Literaturnyie pribavleniia k Russkomu 
invalidu.SPB. 1822: no 53, p. 209-212; no. 56, p. 220-224; no. 57, 
p. 225-228; no. 58, p. 232; no. 67, p. 265-267; no. 228, p. 911-912; no. 
229, p. 915-916; no. 230, p. 920; no. 232, p. 927-928; no. 234, p. 935-
936. 1823: no. 247, p. 987-988; no. 249, p. 995-996; no. 250, p. 999-
1000; no. 252, p. 1007-1008; no. 256, p. 1022-1024; no. 257, p. 1027-
1028; no. 259, p. 1035-1036; no. 264, p. 1055-1056; no. 268, p. 1071-
1072; no. 297, p. 1187-1188.) Lisovskii. LC 
Shemelin, Fedor. Zhurnal pervogo puteshestviia rossiian vokrug zemnogo 
shara, sochinenii pod vysochaishim Ego Imperatorskago Velichestva 
pokrovitel f stvom Rossiisko-Amerikanskoi kompanii •... CJournal of the 
first voyage of a Russian around the world.~ SPB, v Meditsinskoi tip., 
1816-18. 2 v. in 1. Contains: -Ch.1. Pribytie v novye Markizskie 
ili Vashinetonovy [s.i.c. Vashingtonoy] ostrova~ p. 102-126. -Opisanie 
ostrova Nukagivy ili Nuakhivy, p. 126-137. -Pribytie k Sandvichevym 
ostrovam, p. 140-148. -Nebol'shoe opisanie 0 zhiteliakh ostrova Ovagii, 
p. 148-152. -0 razvodie skota i ogorodnykh ovoshchei na ostrovie Ovagii, 
p. 152-158. -0 sposobie, kakim obrazom na Sandvichevykh ostrovakh iz 
kornia Ti dielaetsiz napitok Ava ili Rom, p. 159-166. Microfilm-UH uncat. 
Shteinberg, Evgenii 1'vovich, 1902- 1. F. Kruzenshtern, IU. F. Lisianskii. 
CI.F. Kruzenshtern, IU.F. Lisianskii.]Moskva, Gos. izd-vo geogr. lit-ry, 
1950. 38 p. illus., maps. LC51-31155 
Shubert, "0 sushchestvovanii Devisovoi zemli Kruzenshterna." [About the 
existence of the Devisova lands of Kruzenshtern.J (From: Tekhnologich-
eskii zhurnal. SPB, 1805. t. II, ch. 2) Lisovskir---
Solov'ev, Mikhail Mikhailovich. "Perepiska akad9mika K.M. fon Bera s 
admiralom 1. F. Kruzenshternom." (Letters of the academician K. M. Von 
Baer from Admiral I.F. Kruzenshtern.J(From: Akademiia nauk SSSR. 
KOmissiia po istorii znanii. Trudy. Leningrad, 1927. Pervyi sbornik 
pamiati Bera) LC . 
"Ra tmano v , Makar Ivanovich." (From: Sievernaia Pchela; gazeta politiches-
kaia promyshlennaia i literaturnaia. SPB, 1869 [?] no. 73-76) Lisovskii 
Ratmanov, Makar Ivanovich, 1772-1883. "Vyderzhki iz dnevnika krugosvetnogo 
puteshestviia na korable "Nadezhda"." CAn extract from the diary of a 
world voyage on the ship "Nadezhda".,J (Froin: IAkhta. SPB, 1876. no. 
8/16, 18 i 24) Lisovskii --
Ra tmano v , Makar Ivanovich, 1772-1833. I'Zapiski!' (Letters.] (From: IAkhta. 
SPB, 1877. no. 16) Lisovskii --
"Vitze-admiral, Dezhurnyi General Glavnago Morskago Shtaba Ego Imperators1, :p-
Velichestva, Makar Ivanovich Ratmanov." (From: Morskoi sbornik. SPB, 
1855. no. 3, otd. 4, p. 71-85) "Na osnoVaiiI'i zapisok pokoinago admirala. 1I 
NYPL 
Rezanov, Nikolai Petrovich, 1764-1807. "Pervoe puteshestvie "rossiian okol0 
svieta, opisannoe N. Riazanovym, chrezvychainym poslannikom ko dvoru 
iaponskomu i proch." (The first voyage of a Russian around the world.:r 
(From: Otechestvennyia Zapiski. SPB. 1822, ch. X-XII; 1824, ch. XX; 
1825,' ch. XXIII-XXIV) Ot"iezd iz Nukagivy, Ostr. Sandevchevy: 1825, 
ch. XXIV, p. 73-96, 242-253. PG2900.085 (UH lacks pt. 24, only) 
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115. Sgibnev, A. \'Rezanov i Kruzenshtern:' l:Rezanov and Kruzenshtern.J (From: 
Drevniaia i Novaia Rossiia. SPB, 1877. t.I, no. 4) LC 
Kruzenshtern: See also items: 62, 74, 76, 150, 163. 
Li sianski i : 
*116. Lisianskii, IUrii fedorovich, 1773-1837. Puteshestvie vokrug svieta v 
1803-06 godakh ... na korable Nevie. CVoyage around the world.] Sankt-
peterburg,Tip. F. Drekhslera, 1812. 2 v. in 1. and atlas. Ch.l, g1. 
VII:..IX: Gavaiskie ostrova. Hawn. G420.L7 1812a Rare book. Also in 
English editions. 
*117. Lisianskii, IUrii Fedorovich, 1773-1837. Puteshestvie vokrug sveta na 
korable "Neva" v 1803-1806 godakh. CA voyage around the world.] [Izd. 2J 
Moskva, Gos. izd-vo geogr. lit-ry, 1947. 294 p. illus., maps. Include 
copy of title page of 1812 edition. Vstup. stat'ia: Dumitrashko, N.V., 
rU.F. Lisianskii i russkie krugosvetnye plavaniia. CLisianskii and the 
Russian around the wo rld voyages.] Hawn. G420. L7 1947 
*118. Akimov, A. "Lisianskii IU. F." (From: Russkii biograficheskii slovar'. 
SPB, 1914. t. 10, p. 465) MICrOcard 
*119. "IUrii Fedorovich Lisianskii (biograficheskii ocherk)f([A biographical 
sketch.] (From: Morskoi sbornik. SPB, 1894. no. 1, p. 1-21) LC 
*120. Shteinberg, Evgenii L'vovich, 1902- Zhizneopisanie russkogo moreplava-
telia IUriia Lisianskogo, soderazhashchee istoriiu ego sluzhby na 
voennom flote rossiiskom, ego plavanii v Zapadnuiu i Vostochnuiu Indiiu 
Severnuiu Ameriku i IUzhnuiu Ameriku, a takzhe 0 znamenitom pervom 
voiazhe russkikh moriakov vokrug sveta s 1803 po 1806 god. [A biography 
of the Russian seafarer IU. LisianskiLJ Moskva, Voen. izd-vo, 1948. 
212, [4J p. port., fold. map. Bibliography: p. 211-[213J LC51-31147 
121. Berkh, Vasilii Nikolaevich, 1781-1834. ttZhurnalputeshestviia vokrug svet 
sluzhashchii dopolneniem k zhurnalu, izdannomn r.ach. sudna IINeva ll • " 
[A journal of voyages around the world, serving as a supplement to the 
journal, published by the commander of the vessel IINevaTT..J (From: 
Zapiski Uchena 0 KOmiteta Glavna 0 Morska 0 Shtaba. SPB, 18~ 
. X I Lisovskii . 
122. ·0 pervom puteshestvii russkikh vokrug svieta." (About the first voyage of 
Russians around the world.] [0 plavanii korablia "Neva IT pod komdoiu 
kapitana Lisianskogo] (From: Statisticheskii Zhurnal. SPB, Izd. 
Imp. Akad. nauk, 1806. ~,ch. 1, p. 281-289) Lisovskii, Mezhov 180 
Lisianskii: See also items: 45, 62, 88, 95, 97, 98, 99, 101, 107. 
Golovnin: 
123. Go 10 vnin, Vasilii Mikhailovich, 1776-1831. \\Izviestie 0 plavanii shliupa 
"Kamchatki IT, S prisovokupleniem izvlechenii iz zapisok G. Golovnina." 
c:lnformation about the voyage of the sloop Kamchatka;,] (From: Syn 
Otechestva. SPB, 1818. ch. 50, no. 47, p. 49-69; no. 48, -. 97-111, 











Golovnin, Vasilii Mikhailovich, 1776-1831. \'Puteshestvie vokrug svieta. II 
(A voyage around the world.J (From: Syn Otechestva. SPB, 1820. ch. 59, 
no. 1, p. 20-30, no. 2, p. 66-79, no. 3, p. 97-115, no. 5, p. 210-224, 
no. 6, p. 252-268; ch. 60, no. 7, p. 10-27, no.8, p. 49-68, no. 9, 
p. 113-126, no. 12, p. 257-264; ch. 61, no. 13, p. 3-10, no. 14, 
p. 64-74, no. 15, p. 89-104, no. 16, p. 137-151, no. 17, p. 196-203, 
no. 18, p. 253-268, no. 19, p. 281-299; ch. 62, no. 21, p. 49-72', 
no. 22, p. 114-122, no. 23, p. 152-174, no. 24, p. 208-225, no. 25, 
p. 269-275, no. 26, p. 289-316; ch. 63, no. 27, p. 16-25, no. 28, 
p. 49-72, no. 29, p. 121-129, no. 30, p. 167-175, no. 32, p. 265-272; 
ch. 65, no. 46" p. 241-259; ch. 66, no. 47, p. 3-20, no. 49, p. 118-125, 
no. 52, p. 271-283. 1821. ch. 71, no. 33, p. 311-321; ch. 72, no. 34, 
p. 21-35, no. 35, p. 68-75.) LC ' 
Go lovnin , Vasilii Mikhailovich, 1776-1831. Puteshestvie vokrug sveta .•. 
na voennom shliupe "Kamchatka" v 1817-1819 gg •.•. (A voyage around the 
world.] S.-Peterburg, V Morskoi tip., 1822. 2 v. maps. LCS-40252 
(State Archives has a copy of this) Bishop Mdseum has v. 1, only. 
Golovnin, Vasilii Mikhailovich, 1776-1831. Puteshestvie vokrug sveta, 
sovershennoe na voennom shliupe "Kamchatka",v 1817, 1818 i 1819 godakh. 
rA voyage around the world.] Moskva, Mysl', 1965. 383 p. illus. 
Hawn. G440.G66 
Go lovnin , Vasilii Mikhailovich, 1776-1831. Sochineniia. CWorks.J [Pod 
red. i s primechaniiami I.P. Magidovicha] Moskva, Izd-vo Glavsev-
morputi, 1949. 506 p. il1us., maps. Hawn. G440.G67. 
Golovnin, Vasilii Mikhailovich, 1776-1831. Sochineniia i perevody 
Vasiliia Mikhailovicha Golovnina. (Works and translations.J Sankt-
peterburg, tip. Morskago Ministerstva, 1864. 5 v. maps, diagrs., 
tables. Mezhov, NYPL, Brit. Mus. 
Go lovnin , Vasilii Mikhailovich, 1776-1831. \'Ostrov Tana • Iz zapisok." 
(The island of Tana. From notes.] (~: Syn Otechestva. SPB, 1816. 
ch. 31, no. 31, p. 177-200, no. 32, p. 217-233; ch. 32, no. 33, p.3-23, 
no. 34, p. 41-57, no. 3S, p. 84-101) LC 
Golovnin, Vasilii Mikhailovich, 1776-1831. II Zamiechaniia, uchinennyia 
kap. -leit. Golovninym na shliupie "Dianie", v 1808 godu, na puti ot 
mysa Dobroi Nadezhdy do ostrova Tany, odnogo iz Novykh Gebridskikh 
ostrovov." (Notes, studies by Lt. Capt. Golovnin on the sloop TlDianafT 
in 1808, on the way from the Cape of Good Hope to the island of Tana, 
one of the New Hebrides Islands.] (From: Zapiski, izdavaemyia Gosud-
arstvennym Admiralteiskim Departamerrtmn. SPB, 1815. ch. 3, p. 212-
238 ) Lisovskii 
Fraerman, Ruvim Isaevich. Plavaniia V.M. Golo~. (The voyages of 
V.M. Golovnin. JPod red. N.N. Zubova. Moskva, Gos. izd-vo geog. 
lit-ry, 1948. 116 p. port., map. (Russkie puteshestvenniki) By 
R.I. Fraerman, P. Zaikin. LC51-24955 
'Praerman;q RuviIri q:tsaevich.'''--ZhizIl' 'Yneobykllovennye prtffiucheIiITa-
kapitana-leitenanta Golovnina, puteshestvennika i morekhodtsa. [The 
life and unusual adventures of Lieut.-Captain Golovnin, a voyager and 
seafarer.] Moskva, Voen. izd-vo, 1946-48. 2 v. By R. I. Fraerman, 
P. Zaikin. LCSl-24951. Also: Moskva, Mol. gvardiia, 1950. 498 p. 
(Biblioteka puteshestvenniki) LC51-27866. Moskva, 1953. 479 p. 
Brit.- Mus. Moskva, Voen. izd-vo, 1957. 543 p. LC57-46055 
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133. "Puteshestvie vokrug svieta flota kapitana V. M. Golovnina.1I [A voyage 
around the world of Captain V.M. Golovnin.] (irom: Zhurnal dlia 
chteniia vospitanikam voenno-uchebnykh zavedelll~ SPB, 1839. _ t; 
16 ,no. 62, p. 111-137) Li sovskii 










Kotzebue, Otto von, 1787-1846. Novae puteshestvie vokrug sveta v 1823-
1826 gg. (A new voyage around the world.J [Per. s nem. i komment. 
D.D. TurnarkinaJ Moskva, Gos. izd-vo geogr. lit-ry, 1959. 310 p. 
G420.K879 + ASIA G420.K89 1830a. Also English eds. Pac. G420. K87 
1967. Hawn.G420.K87 
Kotzebue, Otto von, 1787-1846. 110 p1tiyanii shliupa "PredpriiatiiaT! v 
IUzhnom marie 1824 gada." [About the voyage of the sloop nPredpriiatie fl 
to the southern sea.J (Donesenie ... Kotsebu, at 17 iiulia 1824 g., 
iz Petropavlovskago porta.) (From: Zapiski, izdavaemyia Gosudarst-
vennymAdmiralteiskim Departamentam. SPB, 1825. Ch. 8, p. 468-492) 
'Lisovskii 
Kotzebue, Otto von, 1787-1846. "Perechen T pisem puteshestvuiushchago 
na korablie TTRiurikieTT g. leit. Kotsebu k ottsu ego." [A list of letters 
while travelling on the ship IfRiurikTT of Lt. Kotzebue to his father.] 
(From: Syn Otechestva. SPB, 1816. ch. 32, no. 35, Pi 118-120) LC 
KOtzebue, Otto von, 1787-1846. Puteshestvie v IUzhnyi okean i v Beringov 
proliv dlia ot"iskaniia Severo-vostochnogo morskago prokhoda, Pred-
priniatoe v 1815, 1816, 1817 i 1818 godakh ... na korable Riurike. 
[A voyage to the .Southern ocean and to the Bering strai ts.J S. -Peterburg 
Tip. N. Grecha, 1821-23. 3 v. plates, atlas of 21 maps. Includes: 
A. Chamisso. Nabliudeniia i zamechaniia estestvoispytatelia ekspeditsi 
(Observations and notes of a naturalist of the expedition.] LC49-31643. 
Also: SPB, 1821-23. 3 v. in 1. LC49-31644. English. 1965. LC65-3329 
Kotzebue, Otto von, 1787-1846. Puteshestviia vokrug sveta. Izd. 2. 
[A voyage around the world.] [V obrabotke, pod red. i s primechaniiami 
G.V. IAnikovaJ Moskva, Gos. izd-vo geogr. lit-rj, 1948 .. 332 p. 
illus., maps. Hawn. G420. K863 1948. LC49-14'·411 
KOtzebue, Otto von, 1787-1846. Puteshestvie vokru sveta .... na voennom 
shliupe "Predpriiatie" v 1823-1826 gg .•• (A voyage around the world.] 
S.-Peterburg, V Morskoi tip., 1828. 200 p. 3 fold. maps. LC5-34899. 
Also in German and English editions. , 
"Izviestiia a plavanii krugom svieta korabliia IfRiurika. T! '[Information 
about the voyage around the world of the "Riurik". ] (From: Sievernaia 
Pochta iIi Novaia Sankt eterbur skaia Gazeta. SPB, 1817, no. 84; 
1818, no. 64 LC and: (From: Syn Otechestva_. SPB. 1817, ch.36, 
no. 9, p. 188-120; 1818, ch. 47, no. 32, p. 277-281) LC 
Turnarkin, Daniil Davydovich. II Zabytyi istochnik.'1 [The forgotten source.] 
(0 knige O. E. KOtsebu "Neue Reise urn die Welt") (From: Sovetskaia 
etnografiia. Moskva, 1956. no. 2, p. [130J-l~1.)-YC-
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142. "Zamiechaniia russkago na niekotorye otryvki, pomieshchenny v puteshestvii 
g. Kotsebu krugom svieta, izdannom, na niemetskom· iazykie v Veimarie. II 
[Notes by a Russian on ·several discoveries, noted in the travels around 
the world of KOtzebue.] (From: Literaturnyia pribavleniia k Russkomu 
invalidu. SPB,. 1822. no. 294, p. 1175-1176; no. 295, p. 1179-1180; 
no. 296, p. 1183-1184; no. 297, p. 1187-1188; no. 299, p. 1195-1196; 
no. 300, p. 1199-1200; no. 301, p. 1203-1204; no.. 302, p. 1207-1208; 
no. 303, p. 1211-1212; no. 304, p. 1215-1216; no. 305, p. 1219-1220; 
no. 306, p. 1223-1224) Lisovskii. LC 
KOtzebue: See also items: 44, 45, 49, 62, 87. 
Bellinsgauzen: 
143. Bellinsgauzen, Faddei Faddeevich, 1779-1852. "Donesenie kapitana 2 
ranga Sillirisgauzena iz porta Zhaksona: 0 svoem plavanii." [A report 
of Bel1insgauzen from Port Jackson. J (From: Zapiski, izdavaemyia 
Gosudarstvenn Admiralteiskim De artamentom. SPB, 1823. ch. 5, 
p. 201-219 Lisovskii 
144. Bellinsgauzen, Faddei Faddeevich, 1779-1852. Dvukratnye izyskaniia v 
IUzhnom Ledovitom okeane i plavanie vokrug sveta v prodolzhenie 1819, 
1820 i 1821 godoy, sovershennye na shliupakh "Vostoke" i ''Mirnom''. 
CTwo brief investigations in the Antarctic ocean and the voyage around 
the world.] SPB, Tip. I. Glazunova, 1831. 2 v. and atlas. LC50-48065rev. 
Also: Izd. 2 Moskva, 1949. 357 p. LC50-27977rev. * Izd. 3. Moskva, 
1960. 484 p. Pac. G850.1819.B45 1960. Engl. - London, Hakluyt Soc., 
1945. Pac. G850.1819.B45 1945a. 
Articles about this book may be found in the following: 
1) Moskovskii Telegraf. Moskva, 1832. ch. 48, no. 22, 
p. 221-241; no. 23, p. 367-389. LC. 2) Syn Otechestva. SPB, 1833. 
ch. 156, no. 9, p. 101-111; no. 10, p. 158-169; no. 11, p. 201-211. LC 
3) Sievernaia Pchela; gazeta politicheskaia promyshlennaia i litera-
turnaia. SPB, 1833, no. 44. Lisovskii 
*145. Bellinsgauzen, Faddei Faddeevich, 1779-1852. IUzhnyi Polius iz zapisok 
byvshago morskago of its era. CI'he South Pole: Memoirs of an ex-naval 
officer.J SPB, v Tip. Eduarda Veimara, 1853. 94 p. ports., map. 
Portraits of F.F. Bellinsgauzen and M.P. Lazarev. Also an English 
abstract by Mrs. Ella Embree: The South Pole: memoirs of an ex-
naval officer. Bishop Museum DU12.192 
*146. Bellinsgauzen,Faddei Faddeevich, 1779-1852. "Pribytie kap. Billinsgauzena 
i leit. Lazareva ot iuzhnago poliusa." [The arrivals of Capt. Bellins-
gauzen and Lt. Lazarev from the South Pole.] (From: Otechestvennyia 
zapiski. SPB, 1821. ch. 7, no. 16, p. 233-242;--FG2900.085 
147. II Andreev, Aleksandr Ignat' evich, 1887- Plavaniia shliupov "Vostok" i 
''Mirnyi'' v Antar.k.tiku.v 1819, 1820 i 1821 godakh. (The voyage of the sloops 
"Vostok" and "Mirnyi" to the Antarctic.] [Sb. statei i pisem unchast-
nikov plavaniia. Pod red., so vstupit. stat'ei i primech. A.I.AndreevaJ 
Moskva, Gos. izd-vo geog. lit-ry,. 1949. 176 p. iHus., map. I,C51-32529 
148. Galkin,G. "Pis'ma G. Galkina: 0 plavanii shliupov "Vostoka" i. "Mil'n£lgo" 
v Tikhom okeanie." CA letter of G. Galkin's: about the voyage of the 
sloops"Vostok and "Mirnyi" in the Pacific Ocean.J (From: Syn Otechestva. 





Ostrovskii, Boris Genrikhovich, 1890- "0 pozabytykh istochnikakh i 
uchastnikakh antarkticheskoi ekspeditsii fullinsgauzena-Lazareva. 11 
(About forgotten sources and participants of the Antartic expedition 
of Bellinsgauzen-Lazarev.J (From: Geograficheskoe obshchestvo SSSR. 
Izvestiia VGO. Moskva-Leningrad, 1949. t. 81, vyp. 2, p. 239-249) 
G23. G16 
Shokal'skii, IUlii Mikhailovich, 1856-1940. \\Stoletie so vremeni 
otpravleniia russkoi antarcticheskoi ekspeditsii pod komandoi F. 
Bel1insgauzena i M. Lazareva. 4 iiulia 1819 -iz Kronstadt.'/[lOO 
years from the time of the departure of the Russian Antarctic 
expedition.] (From: Geograficheskoe obshchestvo SSSR. Izvestiia 
VGO. Leningrad, 1928. t. 60, vyp. 2, p. 175-:212) O'Reilly-Tahiti. 
LC 
Simonov, Ivan Mikhailovich, 1794-1855. Slovo 0 uspiekhakh plavaniia 
sliupov Vostoka i Mirnogo okol0 svieta i osobenno v IUzhnom Ledovitom 
morie v 1819-1820 i 1821 gg.(A word about the success of the voyages 
of the sloops "Vostok" and "Mirnyilr around the world and especially 
in the Antarctic OceanJ Kazan, Universitetskaia tip., 1822. 59 p. 
NYPL.. UH has German of this on microfilm 387. 





Russia (1923- U.S.S.R.) TSentral'nyi gosudarstvennyi arkhiv Voenno-
Morskogo Flota. M. P. Lazarev; dokumenty. eM. P. Lazarev; documents.] 
Pod red. A.A. Samarova. Moskva, Voenno-morskoe izd-vo, 1952-61. 
3 v. illus., ports. (Russkie Flotovodtsy) LC53-30914 
Sokolov, Aleksei Vladimirovich. Tri krugosvetnykh plavaniia M.P. 
Lazareva. CThe three round the world voyages of M.P. Lazarev.] 
[Pod red. A.D. Dobrol'skogo i M.B. ChernenkoJ Moskva, Gos. izd-vo 
geog. lit-ry, 1951. 205 p. By A.V. Sokolov, E.G. Kushnarev. 
LCS2-29261 
Rossiiskii, Aleksei. "0 prebyvanii korablia flSuvorova fl v Novoi Go11andii. 
(About the sojourn of the ship "Suvorov" in Nffi\' Holland.] (Vypiska iz 
zhurnala shturmana A. Rossiiskago, puteshestvovavshago na korablie 
"Suvorovie" vokrug svieta, pod komandoiu kap.-leit. M. Lazareva v 
1814 godu) (From: Sorevnovatel' prosvieshcheniia i blagotvoreniia; 
trudy vysochaishe utverzhdennago Vol'nago Obshchestva Liubitelei 
Rossiisk. slovesnosti. SPB, 1820. ch. 12, p. 125-145, 247-256) NYPL 
Lazarev, M.: See also items: 40, 44, 45, 49, 53, 62, 146, 147,148, 
148a, 148b. 
Lazarev, A.: 
153. Lazarev, Aleksei Petrovich. Zapiski 0 plavanii voennogo shliupa 
"Blagonamerennyi fT v Beringov proliv i vokrug sveta dlia otkrytii v 
1819, 1820 i 1822 godakh. [Notes about the voyage of the war sloop 
"Blagonamerennyi".J Moskva, Gos. izd-vo geogr. lit-ry, 1950. 475 p. 
illus., maps. Predislovie: Solov'ev, A.I. Krugosvetnaia ekspeditsiia 
M. N. Vasil' eva .. cAround the world expedition of M. N. Vasil' ev.] 
G. S. Shishmarev was the Capt. of this ship. LC51-23510 
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Lazarev, A.: See also item: 45. 
Vrangel' : 
153a. Vrangel, Ferdinand Petrovich, baron, 17947-1870. "Otryvok iz rukopisi, 
pod zaglaviem: 'Dnevnyia zapiski 0 plavanii voennago transporta 
"Krotkago" v 1825, 1826 i 1827 godakh, pod komandoiu kap.-leit. 
Vrangelia~" [Excerpts from a manuscript under the h~ading: "Daily 
notes about the voyage of the war transport "Krotkii"." J (From: 
Sievernyi Arkhiv. SPB, 1828. no. 36, p. 49~1'16) Zdies' opisyvaetsia 
ostr. Nukagiva i Sandvichevy ostrova. LC 
154. Andreev Aleksandr Ignat' evich, 1887- "Arkhiv Vrangelia!' C'I'he archives 
of Vrangel'.J (From: Geograficheskoe obshchestvo SSSR. Izyestiia 
VGO. Leningrad, 1943. t. 75, vyp. 5) LC 
*156. Davydov, IUrii Vladimirovich. Ferdinand Vrangel'. (Ferdinand Vrangel'.] 
Moskva, Gos. izd-vo geogr. lit-ry, 1959. 54 p. illus. (Zamechatel'nye 
geografy i puteshestvenniki) D296.V 951 D. . 
157. Pasetskii, Vasilii Mikhailovich. 0 chern sheptalis' poliarnye maki. 
rWhat were the Polar puppies whispering about~ Moskva, Sovetskaia 







Vrpngel': See also items: 45, 62, 157. 
Lutke, Fedor Petrovich, graf, 1797-1882. Donesenie kapitan-leitenanta 
Litke: 0 plavanii shliupa "Senevina". CA report of Lt. Capt. Litke; 
about the voyage of the sloop "Senevin".J (From: Zapiski Uchenago 
KOmiteta Glavnago Morskago Shtaba. SPB, 18~ ch. 3"p. 125-164, 
no. 4, p. 177-200) Lisovskii 
Lutke, Fedor Petrovich, graf, 1797-1882. Opyty nad postoian. maiatnikom, 
proizveden. v puteshestvii vokrug svieta na voen. shliupie "Seniavin", 
v 1826-1829 gg. cExperiments conducted over a stationery pendulum 
during the voyage around the world on the war sloop "Seniavin".J 
SPB, 1833. Brit. Mus. Mezhov 
Lutke, Fedor Petrovich, graf, 1797-1882. "Pis'ma F.P. Litke k V.A. 
Zhukovskomu:' ,CLetters of F.P. Litke to V.A. ZhukovskiLJ (From: 
Russkii arkhiv. Moskva, 1897. kn. 2, p. 157-166.) Microprint 
Lutke, Fedor Petrovich, graf, ~797-1882. Puteshestvie vokrug svieta 
na voennom shliupie· "Seniavinie" v 1826-1829 godakh. r A voyage 
around the world.J Otdel. istoricheskoe. SPB, 1834-36. 3 v. 
Atlas. Paris, 1834. Brit. Mus. Results of the Litke expedition of 1834-
38 were in 5 parts: pervaia chast' - Puteshestvie vokrug sveta na 
voennom shliupe "Seniavin" v 1826, 1827 i 1829 godakh, flota kap. 
Fedorom Litke. Otdelenie istoricheskoe s atlasom litografirovannykh 
s originalov risunkov A. Postel'sa i bar. Kitlitsa, SPB, 1834-36, 
v trekh chastiakh na russkom i frantsuzskom iazykakh. vtoraia ch.-
Otdelenie morekhodnoe s atlasom. SPB, 1835. tret" iil ch. - Opyty 
nad postoiannym maiatnikom, SPB, 1833. chetyraia ch. - NabUudeniia 












(na nemetskom iazyke - vposledstvii perevedena na russ. iazyk) 
piataia ch. - Nabliudeniia barometricheskie,simpeziometricheskie i 
terrnometricheskie. SPB, 1836. From item 72. Articles about this 
book may be found in the following: 1) Biblioteka dlia Chteniia; 
zhurnal slovesnosti, nauk, khudozhestv, kritiki, novostei irnod. SPB. 
1834,t. 9.~otli. 5, ,m .. 1-32; 1835, t. 8, p. 22; 1836, t. 14, otd. 5, 
p. 21-40. Le' 2 ) Sovremennik. Literaturnyi zhurna1. SPB, 1836. t. 1, 
p. 309-211. LC 3) Sievernaia Pchela; gazeta politicheskaia promysh-
lennaia i literaturnaia. SPB. 1835, no. 55 (StatTia M. M--ago); 
1836, no. 66-68. Li_~Q_\7s~!J .. . . . . . 
Liitke;Fidor Petrovich, graf, 1797-1882-. -Puteshestvie vokrug svieta 
sovershennoe po povelieniiu imperatora Nikolai I, na voennom shliupie 
Seniavinie, v 1826, 1827, 1828 i 1829 godakh. CA voyage around the 
world ••• J SPB, Pechatano v tip. Kh. Gintse, 1835. vi, [iii]-x, 356 p. 
illus. + atlas of 6 p.l., 34 double maps. SPB, 1832. LC5-34890. 
Also: Izd. 2. Moskva, 1948. 302 p. NYPL Also: Voyage autour du 
monde. Paris, 1835-36. 4 v. + 2 atlases (one of the atlases has title 
in Russian with added t.p. in French.) Rare Pac.ff G420.L93. 
Also: f G420.L93 1971 + atlas. Pac.G420.L93 1971 
Lutke, Fedor Petrovich, graf, 1797-1882. "Soobshchenie 0 smerti admirala 
I.F. Kruzenshterna.NCA report about the death of Admiral I.F. Kruzensht 
(From: Geograficheskoe obshchestvo SSSR.. Zapiski. SPB, 1847. 
kn. 2, p. 13-20) LC 1\ 
Bestuzhev-Rumin, Konstantin Nikolaevich, 1829-1897. Graf Fedor Petrovich 
Litke. V. Bezobrazova." (Count Fedor Petrovich Litke.] (From: Russia. 
Ministerstvo narodnogo proveshcheniia. Zhurna1. SPB, 18SS:-v. 9, 
p. 201-[210]?) NYFL. LC 
Bezobrazov, Vladimir Pavlovich, 1838-1889. Graf Fedor Petrovich Litke. 
V.P. Bezobrazova ... I. 1797-1832 ..• teount Fedor Petrovich Litke.] 
Sanktpeterburg [tip. Akademii nauk] 1888. lxv, iv, 239 p. ports. 
(Akademiia nauk. Zapiski. t. 57, prilozh. 2) "Avtobiografiia grafa 
F. P. Litke, II p. 1-134. CThe autobiography of Count F. P. Litke.] NYPL 
Chechulin, Nikolai Drnitrievich, 1863- \lLitke, F.P." (From: Russkii 
biograficheskii slovar'. SPB, 1914. t. 10, p. 466-470) Microcard 
Dobrovol'skii, Aleksei Drnitrievich. Plavaniia F. P. Litke. CThe voyages 
of F.P. Litke.J Pod red. N.N. Zubova •. Moskva, Gos. izd-vo geog. 
lit-ry, 1948. 77 p. port. (Russkie puteshestvenniki) LC49-21249rev 
Komissarov, B.N. "Dnevnik puteshestviia F.P. Litke na shliupe 'Kamchatka' I 
v 1817-1819 gg. cThe diary of the voyages of F.P. Litke.] (From: 
Geograficheskoe obshchestvo SSSR. Izvestiia VGO. Leningrad:-I964. 
t. 96, vyp. 5) LC 
Likhtenberg, IUliia Mikhailovna, 1891-1970. IIEtnograficheskie opisanie 
kollektsii F. P. Litke." [An ethnographic description of the collections 
of F.P. Litke.] (From: Akademiianauk SSSR. Muzei antropologii i 
etnografii. Sbo~Muzeia antropologii i etnografii. Moskva-
Leningrad, 1955. t XVI, p. 322-357. illus.) GN2.A214 v. 16 
Marich, M., pseudo Zhizn' i plavaniia £lata kapitan-leitenanta Fedora 
Litke. cThe life and voyages of Lt. Captain Fedor Litke.] Moskva-
Leningrad, Glavsevrnarputi, 1949.278 p. Real name: Mariia Davydovna 
Chernysheva. LC51-36850 
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171. Nozikov, Nikolai Nikolaevich. Krugosvetnoe puteshestvie Litke na 
voennom shliupe "Seniavin" v 1826-1829 godakh. CThe voyage around the 
world of Litke.J [MoskvaJ Moskovskoe tovarishch pisatelei, 1933. 
259 p. map, ports. Istochniki, p. 15. NYPL 
*172. Oriov, -1JOris pavlovIcn.--pedorpetrovich Litke, zamechatel 'nyi russkii 
. puteshestvennik i uchenyi; k l50-letiiu so dnia rozhdeniia. [: Fedor 
Petrovich Litke, the well-known Russian voyager and scholar; the 150th 
year from the day of his birth.:J Stenogranuna p'lblichnoi lektsii, 
prochitannoi 8 apre1ia 1948 goda ••. v Moskve. Moskva [Pravda] 1948. 
22 p. port., map. LC5 0-2 0451 
*173. Shur, Leonid Avel'evich. K beregam Novogo Sveta. can the shores of the 
New World.) Iz neopubl. zapisok rus. puteshestvennikov nachala XIX V. 
Moskva, Nauka, 1971. 286 p. il1us. PacG463.S556 
174. Struve, Otto Wilhelm, 1819-1905. uRiech O.V. Struve ob uchenykh zaslugakh_ 
F.P. Litke:CA speech of O.V. Struve about the scientific merits of 
F.P. Litke.J (From: Morskoi sbomik. SPB, 1883. fev., otd. 2, 
p. 101-116) NYPL. LC 
Lutke: See also items: 44, 45, 62, 643. 






Vishnevskii, Boris Nikolaevich. Puteshestvennik Kirill I<hlebnikov. 
C:The voyager Kirill I<hlebnikov.] Penn', Pennskoe kn. izd-vo, 1957. 
59, [1] p. illus., maps. (Zamechatel'nye liudi Prikam'ia) Bibliography: 
p. 59-[60] LC60-31676 
I<hromchenko, Vasilii Stepanovich. "a plavanii krugom svieta korablia 
"Eleny", prinadlezhashchago rossiisko-amerikanskoi kompanii. [About the 
voyage around the world of the ship "Elena", which belonged to the 
Russian-American Co.J (From: Sievemaia Pche1a; gazeta po1itiches-
kaia promyshlennaia i 1iteratumaia. SPB, 1830. no. 92) Lisovskii 
Vyshes1avtsev, A1eksei V1adimirovich, 1831-1888. Ocherki perom i 
karandashem iz kru o-svietna 0 1avaniia v 1857 1858 1859 i 1860 
go a. CS etches y pen and pencil from round the world voyages.J 
SPB, V tip. Morskago Ministerstva, 1862. 600, v p. illus. Tikhii 
okean: p. 370-460. LC50-49316rev 
Blok, G.K. Dva goda iz zhizni russkogo moriaka. [Two years from the life 
of a Russian sailor.J Opisanie krugosvetnogo plavaniia, sovershennogo 
v 1840-1842 godakh na rossiiskom transporte "Abo". SPB, 1854. 
IUnker, A. L. was Capt. of the "Abo". From item 190. 
I<hlebnikov: See also item.: 776. 
I<hromchenko: See also item: 45. 
IUnker: See also item: 45. 
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C. Oceania 
*179. Akademiia nauk SSSR. Biblioteka. Spravochnaia literatura po stranam 
Azii i Afriki. (A handbook of literature on the countries of Asia 
and Africa.] Svodnyi katalog inostr. fondov B-ki AN SSSR i Gos. 
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V. ARCHIVAL MATERIALS 
Because of the importance of archival materials, and the necessity of having 
as complete citations as possible if one ever wishes to use these documents while 
in the Soviet Union, I have attempted.here to document what was discovered in the 
course of preparing this bibliography. 
A most thorough discussion of Soviet archives is given by Patricia Grimste,d 
in her book "Archives and manuscript repositories in the USSR: Moscow and Leningrad," 
Princeton, N.J., Princeton University Press, 1972. A complete archival citation 
should include following the standard abbreviated name (or acronym) of the archival 
repository: 1) the number and preferably also the name of the fond (f,'); 2) the 
inventory or shelf list [opis'] number, if applicable (op.); 3) the storage unit 
[edinitsa khraneniia or delo] number (d.); and, 4) the folio [list numbers (l.or 11. 
Wherever possible, I have given as complete citation as possibleL Of course, working 
second hand one should be cautioned that errors are very likely. 
Documents are listed in alphabetical order. These items are not covered by the 
indexes. 













Arkhiv Akademiia nauk SSSR 
Arkhiv Akademiia nauk SSSR, Leningradskoe otdelenie. 
Arkhiv Geograficheskogo Obshchestva SSSR 
Arkhiv.vneshnei politika Rossii (Moskva) 
Leningradskoe otdeleniia Insti tuta arkheologii.AN SSSR 
Arkhiv Leningradskogo otdeleniia instituta istorii 
SSSR, AN SSSR 
Leningrad. Publichnaia biblioteka. Rukopisnyi otdel. 
TSentral'nyi gosudarstvennyi arkhiv voenno-morskogo 
flota v Leningrade 
TSentral'nyl gosudarstvennyi istoricheskii arkhiv 
Estonskoi SSR 
TSentral' nyi gosudarstvennyi istoricheskii arkhiv SSSR 
(Arkhiv narodnogo khoziaistva -- now this archive 1.8 
a part of TSGIA SSSR) 
TSentral'nyi voenno-morskoi muzei 
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ARCHIVAL MATERIALS 
Khlebnikov, Kirill T. 
TSGIA ESSR, f. 2057, Ope 1, d. 489, 1. 6 
(a letter to F. P. Vrangel describing Pitcairn Island) 
AGO and LOII 
(These contain a manuscript of Khlebnikovt s titled flZapisok koloniiakh 
v Arnerikefl which contains descriptions of Hawaii) 
Khlebnikov, Kirill T. 
His diary is preserved in the Gosudarstvennyi arkhiv Permskoi oblasti. 
(He was the first of the Russian voyagers to go to Pitcairn Island. ) 
Kruzenshtern, Ivan Fedorovich, 1770-1846. 
TSGAVMF, f. 14. 
(Semeinyi arkhiv Kruzenshterna) 
TSGIA SSSR, f. 853, Bulgakov M. M., ed. kh. 74. 
(Zhurnal prikazov kap. Kruzenshterna komande sudov "Nadezhdafl i "NevaTl ) 
[Hawaii] 
AVPR, SPB, Glavnyi arkhiv, I-9, 1860 g., d. 19,1. 88 (Prilozhenie k 
pistmu gavaiskogo ministra inostrannykh del R. Uilli general-gubernatoru 
Vostochnoi Sibiri ot 29 avgusta 1860 g. tA letter of the Hawaiian minister 
of Foreign Relations R. S. Wyllie to the governor-general of Eastern 
Siberia:r) 
Lazarev, Aleksei Petrovich 
TSGAVMF, f. 162, d. 44, 11. 18, 29-49 
f. 205, d. 258, 11. 1-17 
f. 205, d. 644, 1. 5 
f. 213, d. 104, 11. 49, 60 
Zapiska 0 prirode, istorii, nravakh i obychaiakh zhitelei Sandvichevykh 
ostrovov., 
TSGAVMF, f. 213, 4. 113, 1. 5 
! 
Lazarev, Aleksei Petrovich 
ROLGPB, f. 17, 106, 11. 1-20b. 
(Dnevnik leitenanta Lazareva. Iz zhurnal byli iskliucheny redaktorom 
lisht nekotorye neinteresnye s ego tochki zreniia zapisi, naprimer, 
observatsii, plavanie shliupov vo I tdakh 27 iulia-8 avgusta 1821 g., 
slovart olennykh chukchei i Tlsandvicheva" iazyka i nekotorye drugie. ) 
, 
, 
Lisianskii, IUrii Fedorovich, 1773-1837. 
TSVMM, no. 9170-31(1938), 11. 69 sob. 
(Chernoviki pisem Lisianskogo k raznym litsam s 1803 g. po 1832 g. ) 
no. 9170-(1938)' 
(Zhurnal folta kap.-leit. IU. Lisianskogo ... s 1802 g. po 1803 g., S:-
Peterburg. 93 p.; Zhurnal •.. s 1813 po 1814 g. 185 p.) 
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Lntke, Fedor Petrovich, graf, 1797-1882. 
TSGAVMF, f. 15, Ope 1, d. 8, 1. 2330b. 
(his diary describing Hawaii, the people, culture, King Kamehameha I) 
Miklukho-Maklaia, Mikhail Nikolaevich (brother of N. N.) 
His writings are in: 
AAN, f. 143, Ope 1, no. 34, 52 
Miklukha-Maklai, Nikolai Nikolaevich, 1846-1888. 
AGO, f. 6 
AAN, f. 143, Ope 1, no. 20 
no. 21 (Contains: Nabroski'pravil dlia zhelaiushchikh 
poselitsiia na ostrovakh Tikhogo okeana. ) 
no. 39, 1.22 
no. 40 (Contains: a letter from Osten-Saken, Director 
of Dept. of Internal Relations who was not in support of Miklukha-Maklai's 
project in New Guinea) 
no. 45, 1. 30 
TSGAVMF, f. 26, Ope 1, no. 2, 1. 6 
f. 410, Ope 2, no. 2187, 11. 389- 152, 144-147, 117-118, 1. 136-137 
(a report from Girsa, N. K., Minister of Foreign Affairs to Alexander 
IlIon why Russia shouldn't establish a colony in N.ew Guinea), 1. 149 
f. 410, Ope 2, no. 2185, 11. 25, 12, 52, 68, 47-48, 78-81, 94-95 
f. 12, Ope 2, no. 26, 1. 161 
AVPR - polit. dept. - 1-5, IX/4, 86, 1. 30 and 2-IA papka, 1. 6-7 
Miklukha-Maklai, Nikolai Nikolaevich, 1846-1888. 
Drawings. 
the majority are in the archives of the Geog. Obshchestva SSSR. 
Akademiia nauk SSSR. Muzei antropologii i etnografii: has 47 drawings. 
Ratmanov, Makar Ivanovich 
ROLGPB, shifr 68/39 
(Zhurnal M. 1. Ratmanova s 1803 po 1 fevralia 1805 g. Y 
shifr 47/88 
(Bronshtein, IU. I. Predislovie k predpolagavshemusia izdahiiu dnevnika 
Ratmanova) 
Sheffer, Dr. 
His correspondence with the Russian American Co. is housed: 
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Tilesius von Tilenau, W. G. 
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Naselenie Okeanii, 222, 233 
Naselenie zemnogo shara, 454 
Natsionaltno-osvoboditeltnoe dvizhenie v Okeanii, 225 
Nauchnaia konferentsiia, posviashchennaia .•. N. N. Miklukho-Maklaia, 626 
Nauru - nOlOe nezavisimoe gosudarstvo okeanii, 663 
Navstrechu 50-letiiu Mezhdunar zhenskogo dnia, 420 
Nechto 0 Sandvichevykh ostrovakh, 732 
Neftepererabatyvaiushchaia promyshlennost T Avstralii, 316 
Neftianaia promyshlennost f Afriki, Avstralii ••• 387 
Neftianaia promyshlennost f Avstralii, 388, 425 
Nekotorye cherty samobytnoi kulftury maori, 789 
Nekotorye dannye 0 razvitii ovtsevodstva, 467 
Nekotorye itogi kolonialfnogo gospodstva SShA, 430 
Nekotorye neizdannye dokumenty Miklukho-Maklaia, 640 
Nekotorye osobennosti seltskogo khoziaistva Avstralii, 291 
Nekotorye problemy antropologii Avstralii i Okeanii, 318 
Nekotorye problemy kulftury avstraliiskikh aborigenov, 343 
Nekotorye tendentsii v rasvitii sovremennoi avstraliiskoi kulftury, 430 
Nekotorye voprosy izucheniia sistem rodstva, 432 
Nekotorye voprosy marksistskoi filosofskoi mysli v Avstralii, 424 
Nekotorye voprosy politiki SShA v basseine Tikhogo okeana, 270 
Nekotorye voprosy sotsialfnoi organizatsii Avstraliitsev, 513 
Neopublikovannye materialy 0 podgotovke ekspeditsii N. N. Miklukho-Maklaia na 
Novuiu Gvineiu, 641 
Ncravnomernost t razvitiia avstraliiskoi ekonomiki, 446 
Neskol f ko slov 0 lovle trepanga ,607 
ffNet! ff __ rasizmu, 376 
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Nikolai KOnstantinovich Russel'-Sudzilovskii, 755 
Nikolai Nikolaevich Miklukho-Maklai, 603 
Novaia ekspozitsiia v Muzee antropologii, 287 
Novaia Gvineia, 564 
Novaia Gvineia (fiziko-geog. ocherk), 565 
Novaia Kaledonaia, 660 
Novaia kollektsiia po papuasarn Zap. Irian, 655 
Novaia Zelandiia, 783, 808, 819 
Novaia Zelandiia. Ekon-geograf, kharakteristika, 784, 785 
Novaia Zelandiia. Ekonornicheskoe polozhenie, 805, 820 
Novaia Zelandiia (Itogi 1961 g.), 821 
Novaia Zelandiia (Spravka), 806 
Novaia Zelandiia na vneshnern rynke, 822 
Novellistika Genri Lousona, 440 
Novoe gosudarstvo v Okeanii, 709 
Novoe 0 proiskhozhdenii ekzogamii i 0 toternizme, 231 
Novoe puteshestvie vokrug sveta. (Kotzebue), 134 
Novye arkhivnye rnaterialy 0 gavaitsakh, 771 
Novye dannye 0 prebyvanii na Karnchatke tret'ei ekspeditsii Dzh. Kuka, 430 
Novye dokumenty 0 russkoi ekspeditsii k severnornu poliusu, 49 
Novye dokmnenty ob ekspeditsii Dzhernsa Kuka, 78 
Novye i obstoiatel'nye izvestiia 0 smerti kapitana Krika, peredannye Sarnvelern, 
lekarern korablia.Diskoveri, 77 
Novye issledovaniia vnutrennykh oblastei Avstralii, 53 
Novye kollektsii otdela Avstralii i Okeanii Muzeia antropologii i etnografii, 
463 
Novye rnateria1y 0 gornykh plernenakh, 568 
Novye rnaterialy 0 russkikh plavaniiakh i otkrytiiakh, 35 
Novye rnaterialy ob ostrove Paskhi, 687 
Novye rnaterialy po Avstraliiskoi etnografii, 490 
Novye otkrytiia v Okeanii, 53 
Novye sovetskie izdaniia rnaterialov puteshestvii Dzhernsa Kuka, 76a 
Novye tendentsii v razvitii Avstralii i Okeanii, 429 
Nyneshnee sostoianie Gavaiskikh, 731 
o chern sheptalis' poliarnye rnaki, 157 
o chern mnalchivaiut avstraliiskie "opekuny", 571 
o desiati chislitel'nykh rapanuiskogo iazyka, 694 
o geroicheskorn epose fidzhiitsev, 532 
o klassifikatsii Avstroneziiskikh iazykov, 481 
o legendakh sviazannykh s KOhau rongo-rongo, 332 
o liudiakh russkoi narik.i i kul'tury, 575 
o narodnorn sarnoupravlenii v Novoi Zelandii, 790 
o nekotorykh voprosakh ekonornicheskikh sviazei Sovetskogo soiuza i Avstralii, 
270 
o pervobytnoi lingvisticheskoi nepreryvnosti v Avstralii i na Novoi Gvinee, 
280 
o pervorn puteshestvii russkikh vokrug svieta, 122 
o pervonachal'norn zaselenii Po1inezii, 675 
o pervykh proektakh russkikh krugosvetnykh p1avanii, 42 
o plavanii krugorn svieta korablia "Elenyff, 176 
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o plavanii shliupa T1PredpriiatiiafT v IUzhnom morie, 135 
o polozhenii papuasov v rasovoi sistematike, 545 
o pozabytykh istochnikakh i uchastnikakh antarkticheskoi ekspeditsii 
Bellinsgauzena-Lazareva, 148a 
o prebyvanii korablia T1Suvorovau v Novoi Gollandii, 152 
o proiskhozhdenii polineziitsev, 676 
o putiakh zaseleniia Gavaiskikh ostrovov i ostrova Pashki, 782 
o russkikh puteshestvenniakakh XVIII-XIX vv., 58 
o sistemakh rodstva u avstraliitsev, 491 
o statTe T. Kheierdala, 696 
o sushchestvovanii Devisovoi zemli, 108 
o "teorii beloi rasy" , 184 
o vkhodiashchikh v zonu franka stranakh Afriki i Po1inezii, 677 
o vozniknovedenii zemledeliia i ego pervonachal'nykh formakh, 212 
Ob izmerenii temperatur glubin Okeana, 607a 
Ob Okeanii i ee zhiteliakh, 193 
Ob otnoshenii avstra1iiskikh brachnykh klassov, 409 
Obozrenie russkikh kr~gosvetnykh puteshestvii, 45 
Obozrienie puteshestviia vokrug svieta v 1803-1806, 100 
Obrazy Novoi Ze1andii, 824 
Obshchestvennoe proizvodstvo u aborigenov Avstra1ii, 271 
Obshchestvennyi stroi melaneziitsev, 542 
Obshchestvennyi stroi Taiti, 718 
Ocherednoi skanda1 ko1onia1'noi po1itiki, 707a 
Ocherk rastite1'nosti Novoi Gvinei, 566 
Ocherki inostrannoi 1iteratury, 293 
Ocherki istorii ko1onia1'noi po1itiki, 68 
Ocherki iz istorii IUgo-Vostochnoi AZii, 717 
"Ocherki obshchei etnografii. fT 249, 438 
Ocherki perom i karandashe~z krugo-svietnago p1avaniia, 177 
Ocherki po istorii antropoldgii v Rossii, 597 
Ocherki po istorii geograficheskikh otkrytii, 53 
Ocherki po istorii russkikh geograficheskikh otkrytii, 39 
Odin sredi dikarei, 623 
Okeaniia, 182, 213 
Okeaniia. Ekon.-geogr. ocherk, 206a 
Okeaniia. Fiz.-geog. kharakteristika, 192, 211 
Okeaniia (Spravochnik), 214 
Okeaniia: veter peremen, 202a 
Okeaniia i neokolonializm SShA, 210 
Okeaniia v sovremennoi ekonomike i politike, 226 
Okeaniia vchera i segodnia, 215 
Okeaniiskii etnograficheskii sbornik, 809, 818 
Okeanografiia, 24 
Opeka iIi kolonializm? 665 
Opisanie avstraliiskoi ko1lektsii A. L. IAshchenko, 344 
Opyt graficheskogo izobrazheniia genealogicheskoi klassifikatsii, 301 
Opyty nad postoian. maiatnikom., 159 
Oroshenie zemel' v Avstralii, 3l0a 
Osnovnye problemy afrikanistiki, 409, 532 
Osnovnye tendentsii sotsial' no-ekonomicheskoi evoliutsii Tonga, 430 
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Osnovy antropologii, 459 
Osobennosti avstraliiskogo fol'klora, 379 
Osobennosti rapanuiskikh tekstov, 695 
Osobennosti sotsial' no-ekonomicheskogo razitiia Novoi Kaledonii, 270 
Ostrov Rozhdestva, 726 
Ostrov Tana, 129 
Ostrova Agomes, 608 
Ostrova Rapa-nui, Pitkairn i Mangareva, 609 
Ot Perl-Kharbora do kapituliatsii, 9 
Ot Perl-Khabora do Potsdama, 16 . 
Ot pervogo litsa, 274 
Otechestvennye fiziko-geografy i puteshestvenniki, 59 
Otechestvennye moreplavateli - issledovateli morei i okeanov, 72 
Otkrytaia Tasmana, 426 
Otkrytie i issledovanie novykh zemel', 50 
Otkrytie pamiatnika Ivanu Fedorovichu Kruzenshternu, 102 
Otkrytie vnutrennykh oblastei Avstralii, 53 
Otkrytiia russkikh na Tikhom okeane, 27 
Otkrytiia v Avstralii i Okeanii, 53 
Otryvki iz·zhurnala l-go puteshestviia rossian vokrug zemnago shara, 105 
Otryvok iz rukopisi, pod zaglaviem: TTDnevnyia zapiski", 779 
Ovtsevodstvo Avstralii, 311 
Ovtsevodstvo Avstralii segodnia, 510 
Ovtsevodstvo v Avstralii, 313 
Pamiati Al'berta Namatzhiry, 428 
Pamiati N. N. Miklukho-Maklai, 595, 617, 629 
Papuasskie legendy, 567 
Papuasy Novoi Gvinei, 547 
Papuasy Novoi Gvinei (Etn. sostav), 551 
Papuasy Novoi Gvinei (Khoziaistvo-), 552, 558 
Parallel'nye teksty nekotorykh ieroglificheskikh tablits, 703 
Parallel' nye teks:ty tablits ostrova Paskhi, 704 
Patsifida i tainy ostrov Paskhi, 699 
Perechen' pisem puteshestvuiushchago na korabilie "Riurikie g. leit. Kotsebu 
k ottsu ego, 136 
Peredovaia demokratiia sovremennago mira, 803 
Perepiska akademika K. M. -fon Bera s admiralom 1. F. Kruzenshterna, 109 
Pervaia russkaia ekspeditsiia vokrug sveta, 90 
Pervaia Vse! konf. okeanistov i avstralovedov, 1st, 29 
Pervobytnaia obshchina, 345 
Pervobytnoobshchinnyi stroi, 553 
Pervoe krugosvetnoe plavanie Kuka, 53 
Pervoe morskoe puteshestvie rossiian vokrug sveta, 91 
Pervoe postoiannoe poselenie russkikh v Amerike i Dzh. Kuk, 430 
Pervoe puteshestvie rossiian okol0 svieta, 114 
Pervoe puteshes~vie rossiian vokrug sveta, 97 
Pervoe russkoe krugosvetnoe plavanie 1803-1806 gg., 101, 103 
Pervye russkie geodezisty na Tikhom okeane, 189 
Pcrvyc russkie krugosvetnye ekspeditsii, 53 
1'( ·rvy:i il i pi.atyi, 39:~ 
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Pervyi krupnyi uspekh natsional'no - osvobodite1'nogo dvizheniia, 711 
Piat' mesiatsev v Kanberre, 323 
Piat'desiat' dnei v okeane, 530 
50 [piat'desiat'31et Tikhookeanskoi nauch. assots, 26 
Piat'sot dnei v okeane, 529 
Pis'ma F. P. Litke k V. A. Zhukov skomu, 160 
Pis'ma G. Galkina, 148 
Pis'mennost' ostrova Paskhi, 702 
Pis'mo v redatsiiu, 559 
Planetu otkryva1i soobshcha, 191 
Plavanie klipera "Izumrud" k beregam Novoi Gvinei, 624 
Plavaniia F. P . Litke, 167 
Plavaniia russkikhv Tikhom okeane v XVII, XVIII v pervoi polovine XIX vv., 65 
Plavaniia shliupov "Vostok" i "Mirnyi" v Antarktiku, 147 
Plavaniia V. M. Golovnina, 131 
Po Avstralii i ostrovam Ve1ikogo okeana, 273 
Po etapam razvitiia ateizma, 186 
Po ostrovam Okeanii, 234 
Po ostrovam Polinezii, 679 
Po puti Miklukho-Mak1aia, 620 
Po sledam Miklukho-Maklaia, 590, 625 
Po sovremennoi Avstralii, 302 
Pochvenno-geograficheskii ocherk Avstralii, 317 
Pod parusami cherez dva Okeana, 759 
Podgotovka anneksii Gavaiskikh ostrovov, 753 
Podgotovka voiny.na Tikhom okeane, 23 
Poeziia Genri Lousona, 306 
Poiski iuzhnogo materika (ispanskie tikhookeanskie ekspeditsii) (1567-1606), 
53 
Poiski klipera ItIzumrud lt , 630, 630a 
Poiski nefti v Avstralii, 448 
Pol' Gogen, 716a 
Polgoda v Zapadnom Iriane, 654 
Polineziia, 673 
Politicheskaia obstanovka na Taiti, 719 
Politicheskii stroi Avstra1ii, 325 
Politika Anglii v stranakh IUzhnoi i IUgo-Vostochnoi Azii, 199 
Politika evropeiskikh derzhav, 2 
Politika SShA v IUzhnoi i IUgo-Vostochnoi AZii, 7 
Polnoe sobranie sochinenii (Lenin), 500 
Polozhenie aborigenov Avstra1ii, 376 
Polozhenie avstra1iiskikhaborigenov, 460a 
Polozhenie i bor'ba rabochego klassa Avstra1ii, 458 
Polozhenie na rynke miasa Novoi Zelandii, 787 
Poslednie ko1onii v AZii, 658 
Potreblenie kaliinykh udobrenii v Avstra1ii, 451 
Prebyvanie v Sidneie, 609a 
Predvaritel'noe soobshchenie ob izuchenii pis'mennosti ostrova Paskhi, 688 
Pribytie kap. Billinsgauzena i Lazareva ot iuzhnago poliusa, 146 
Prinuditel'nyi trud v Avstralii i Okeanii, 281 
Priroda Novoi Ze1andii, 815 
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TTPrividenien s Guama, 661 
Pro iashcherenka gekko, kotoryi zhivet v Avstralii, 478 
Problema avstraliiskoi kul'tury, 520 
Problema ekzogamii, 282 
Problema Zapadno go Iriana v OON, 270 
Problemy antropologii i istoricheskoi etnografii Azii, 676-
Problemy edinstve v rabochem dvizhenii, 356 
Problemy intensifikatsii sel'skogo khoziaistva Avstralii, 430 
Problemy istorii dokapitalisticheskikh obshchestv, 345, 547, 553 
Problemy istorii i etnografii narodov Avstralii, Novoi Gvinei i Gavaiskikh 
ostrovov, 250 
Problemy istoriko-kul'turnykh sviazei Tikhookeanskogo basseina, 183 
Problemy izucheniia sovremennogopolozheniia narodov Avstralii i Okeanii, 492 
Problemy kompleksnogo izucheniia zasushlivykh zon SSSR, 291 
Problemy lingvistiki i zarubezhnoi literatury, 378 
Problemy obrazovaniia i podgotovki kadrov na ostrovakh Okeanii, 429 
Problemy proiskhozhdeniia i rannykh fbrm religii, 288 
Problemy razvitiia transporta Avstralii, 350 
Problemy razvitiia transporta sovremennoi Avstralii, 351 
Problemy truda v pervobytom obshchestve, 283 
Problemy vospitaniia, 560 
Problemy zaseleniio Avstralii i O~eanii, 278 
Proekt N. N. Miklukho-Maklaia 0 sozdanii na ostrovakh Tikhogo okeana russkoi 
vol'noi kolonii, 270 
Profsoiuzy Avstralii i stran Okeanii, 453 
Progressivnaia avstraliiskaia novella, 466 
Proiskhozhdenie avstraliitsev i melaneziitsev, 284 
Proiskhozhdenie Avstraliitsev v svete novykh otkrytii, 346 
Proiskhozhdenie ekzogamii, 243 
Proiskhozhdenie i etnicheskii sostav korennogo naseleniia Novoi Gvinei, 250 
Proiskhozhdenie i ranniaia istoriia -aborigenov, 347 
Proiskhozhdenie i raniaia istoriia aborigeIiov Avs'traliia, 254 
Proiskhozhdenie nekotorykh osobennostei klassifikatorskikh sistem rodstva, 386 
Proiskhozhdenie obshchestvennykh klas~ov na ostrovakh Tong" 728 
Proizvodstvennye sily papuasov, 809 
Proizvodstvo pshenitsy v Avstralii, 312 
Prosveshchenie na ostrovakh Okeanii, 235 
Prosveshchenie v Papua Novoi Gvinee, 573 
Protiv fal' sifikatorov marksistsko-leninskoi filosofii, 421 
Ptitsevodstvo v Avstralii, 495 
Puteshestvennik Kirill Khlebnikov, 175 
Puteshestvie Kapitana Kruzenshterna, 89 
Puteshestvie na krai sveta, 437 
Puteshestvie. na ostrova Melanezii, 609b 
Puteshestvie po Avstralii, 328 
Puteshestvie v IUzhnyi okean i v Beringov proliv, 137 
Puteshestvie vokrug svieta (Golovnin), 124, 125, 126 
Puteshestvie vokrug svieta (Kruzenshtern), 84, 85 
Puteshestvie vokrug svieta (Lisianskii), 116, 117 
Puteshestvie vokrug svieta (Litke), 161, 162 
Puteshestvie vokrug svieta flota Kapitana V. M. Golovnina, 133 
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Puteshestviia (Miklukho-Maklai), 610, 611, 612, 634 
Puteshestviia; dnevniki puteshestvii na Novuiu Gvineiu i ostrova Admiralteistva, 
613 
Puteshestviia: Sernero v Arnerike, 321 
Puteshestviia Miklukho-Maklaia, 576 
Puteshestviia na bereg Maklaia, 614 
Puteshestviia nashikh z~mliakov , 735 
Puteshestviia v strany iuzhnogo polushariia, 50 
Puteshestviia v Tikhom okeane i otkrytie Avstralii, 52 
Puteshestviia vokrug svieta, 60 
Puteshestviia vokrug sveta (Kotzebue), 138, 139 
Putevye vpechatleniia vo vrernia plavaniia, 216 
Puti avstraliiskoi literatury, 406 
Rabaul - Port Morsbi, 574 
Rabochii klass i antirnonopolisticheskaia bor'ba, 356 
Rannie forrny religii i ikh razvitie, 542a 
Rannii etap protsessa klassoobrazovaniia, 534 
Rasovaia diskriminatsiia v Avstralii, 502 
Rasskazy geografa 0 zarubezhnykh stranakh, 794 
Rasstoianie - ne pomekha dlia druzhby, 322 
Razdelenie truda v pervobytnorn obshchestve, 285 
Razskazy iz puteshestvii po Avstralii, 299 
Razvitie Avstralo-iaponskikh torgovykh otnoshenii, 511 
Razviti'e nekotorykh otraslei prornyshlennosti Avstralii, 434 
Razvitie obrabatyvaiushchei promyshlennosti Avstralii, 429 
Realisticheskoe napravlenie v avstraliiskoi literature, 307 
Referendum na Zapadorn Samoa, 713 
Revoliutsionnye sviazi narodov Rossii i Kitaia, 736 
Rezanov i Kruzenshtern, 115 
Riech O. V. Struve ob uchenykh zaslugakh F. P. Litke, 174 
Risunki N. N. Miklukho-Maklaia, 581 
Rod na Novoi Gvinee, 270 
Rodovoi stroi i pervobytnaia mifologiia, 521 
Rodovoi stroi v Melanezii, 537, 543 
Rol' amerikanskikh missionery v razrushenii, 250 
Rol' Miklukho-Maklaia v izuchenii p1emen vnutrennikh raionov Malakhskogo 
poluostrova, 582 
Rol' missionerov, 556 
Romany Dirnfny K'iusak, 363 
Rossiia, Kaliforniia i Sandvichevy ostrova, 777 
Rossiisko-amerikanskaia kornpaniia, 754 
Rost potrebleniia nefteproduktov, 460 
Russel'-Sudzilovskii, 756 
Russkaia koloniia na Gavaiiakh, 760 
Russkaia kolonizatsiia v Avstralii, 618 
Russkaia morskaia biblioteka, 25 
Russkie etnograficheskie nabliudeniia v Okeanii, 240 
Russkie geograficheskoe otkrytiia i issledovaniia s drevnikh vrernen do 1917 
goda, 50 
Russkie geografy i puteshestvenniki, 604 
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Russkie krugosvetnye moreplavateli, 88, 99 
Russkie krugosivetnyia puteshestviia, 46, 61 
Russkie moreplavaniia na Tikhom okeane, 43 
Russkie moreplavateli, 62 
Russkie na Tikhom okeane v XVII-XIX vv., 63 
Russkie na Tikhom okeane vo vtoroi polovine XVIII v., 19 
Russkie okeanicheskie i morskie issledovaniia v XIX-nachale XX v., 44 
"Russkie otkrytiia v Tikhom okeane .•• ", 48 
Russkie otkrytiia v Tikhom okeane i Severnoi Amerike, 36, 37 
Russkie pereselentsy na Gavaiskikh ostrovakh, 774 
Russkie puteshestvenniki v zharkom poiase, 70 
Russkie tikhookeanskie ekspeditsii, 53 
Russkie v Avstralii, 327 
Russkii Prezident Gavaiskogo senata, 749 
Russkiia krugosvietnyia puteshestviia., 47 
Russkoe toponimicheskoe nasledie v Okeanii, 270 
Rynok avtomobilei, 788a 
Rynok sakhara Avstralii, 479 
SSSR - Avstraliia, 362, 402 
SShA i Okeaniia, 180 
S zapada iIi s vostoka? 706 
Samoanskii iazyk, 706b 
Sandalovyi biznes amerikanskikh kolonizatorov na Gavaiskikh ostrovakh, 772 
Sandvichevy ostrova, 758 
Sandvichevy ostrova. Go no lulu. 730 
Schast'e - v bor'be ... 485 
Schastlivaia Avstraliia, 411 
"Schastlivaia strana", 470 
Sdvigi v strukture i geografii trudovykh resursov Avstralii, 258 
Segodniashnii den' iskusstva Avstralii; zametki khudozhnika, 515 
.Sel'skoe khoziaistvo Avstralii, 270 
Severnye iue i ikh rolf v etnogeneze Malaie-polineziitsev, 671 
Simpozium istoriko-kul'turnye sviazi tikhookeanskogo basseina, 332 
Sistema mezhdunarodnoi opeki, 487 
Sistema opeki, 203 
Sistema opeki stala anakhronizmom, 242 
Sistema rodstva, 538, 539 
Sistemy rodstva avstraliitsev, 396 
Sistemy rodstva kak istochnik rekonstruktsii, 367 
Sistemy rodstva papuasov Novoi Gvinei, 250 
Shestoi kontinent, iIi kratkoe obozrienie plavanii k IUgu ot Kuka do Rossa, 57 
Shkol'naia politika kolonizatorov, 286 
Slovo ouspiekhakh plavaniia sliupov Vostoka i Mirnogo, 149 
Sobranie sochinenii (Kruzenshtern), 86 
Sobranie sochinenii (Masainov), 205 
Sobranie sochinenii (Mikhailovskii), 751 
Sobranie sochinenii (Miklukho-Maklai), 216, 578, 582, 583, 584, 616, 624,628, 
630a, 633 
Sobranie sochinenii (Staniukovich), 230 
Sochineniia (Golovnin), 127 
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Sochineniia (Granovskii), 193 
Sochineniia i pererody (Go10vnin), 128 
Soiuz russkikh rabochikh v Avstra1ii, 442 
Soobshchenie 0 smerti admira1a I. F. Kruzenshterna, 163 
Soprotivlenie narodov Okeanii frantsuzskoi ko10nizatsii, 270 
Sostoianie neftianoi i gazovoi promysh1ennosti, 365 
Sotsia1' no-ekonomicheskie posledstviia deiate1' nosti KShRK na Fidzhi, 270 
Sovet de10vykh arkhivov Avstra1ii, 358 
Sovetskie i zarubezhnye uchenye ob etnograficheskoi serii "Narody mira Tf , 522 
Sovetskoe Primor'e, 34 
Sovremennaia Avstra1iia, 308 
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